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Executive Summary
Roadmap for Accelerating the Deployment
of Electric Vehicles in Canada 2016-2020
Context and Objectives
This is the second roadmap for the electrification of surface transportation in Canada
prepared under Electric Mobility Canada (EMC), with the financial support of Natural
Resources Canada. EMC is the only national organization dedicated exclusively to the
promotion of electric transportation.
With close to 18,500 electric vehicles (EVs) on the road, 5 years after market
introduction, the time for a strong national policy is even more relevant to move from an
early adopter market to a mass market. In the context where Canada has nearly two
times fewer EVs per inhabitant than our American neighbours, this opportunity needs to
be addressed, now. This roadmap, developed in consultation with EMC members and
various stakeholders, recommends high-priority strategies and concrete actions to
increase the share of EVs in Canada. The recommendations make sense for Canada, and
are complementary to actions already being undertaken by private entities and
governments. EVs are 4 to 6 times cheaper to operate and result in reduced greenhouse
gases, especially when “fuelled” by Canadian electricity from clean sources. They also
contribute to stimulating a green economy.
Recommended Measures
To reach all Canadians, the first measure is to raise public awareness for EVs by
implementing a National Resource Centre and a Test Driving program, while launching a
National Awareness Campaign. The second measure offers federal financial incentives to
EV buyers to diminish the return on investment by at least 1.5 year and make a significant
impact on EV adoption, as observed in the US. Incentives are also to be offered to
employers to support workplace charging as the second most important location for
charging, after home charging. Finally, the purchase and installation of 150 direct current
fast charging (DCFC) stations is recommended to complete a national EV highway.
Government exemplarity and the evolution of building codes are also part of the
recommendations.
With an increasing number of EVs in car sharing fleets, there is a need to test a newly
developed business model within a municipality, and to extrapolate key elements and
findings to other Canadian cities. In addition, a national industry-academic consortium
dedicated to EV research, development and innovation should be considered. For public
transit, the sharing of results from electric bus demonstration projects, and the adequacy
of these buses on transit routes will help determine the complementary projects needed
for a concrete action plan.
EMC is committed to take part in the implementation of all the roadmap
recommendations. We will continue to monitor rigorously all ongoing projects such as
electric school buses and taxis in order to capture all opportunities to accelerate
transportation electrification.
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A.

Summary of Recommendations

The attributes of Electric Vehicles (EVs) are well documented all over the world.
Moreover, they represent a readily available option for drivers now. EV make sense
for several reasons; they are cheaper to run than a traditional car and their
maintenance costs are very low. They also produce low local emissions and therefore
make important contributions to the reduction of Greenhouse Gases in
transportation. They are particularly appropriate for Canada because most of our
electricity is generated from non-fossil fuel sources and the price of electricity is
predictable in Canada, set within the country, rather than by global oil markets.
Canada is home to some of the leading companies in the EV industry and charging
technology and their businesses will prosper with the growth of EVs.
The support of the federal, provincial and municipal governments is crucial to
accelerate the deployment of EVs in Canada. With close to 18,500 EVs on the road,
the place for a strong national policy is even more relevant in order to move from an
early adopter market to a mass market as in other jurisdictions. In the context where
Canada has nearly two times fewer EVs per inhabitant than our American neighbours,
EMC is convinced that this opportunity needs to be addressed now and by all
stakeholders. To better evaluate the level of activity and correlation of recommended
federal initiatives, please refer to the summary of current provincial actions
(attachment 5 on page 59).
EV technology is changing the automotive industry. Its predicted evolution with more
EV models and longer ranges will help increase EV adoption. Despite this, it is
imperative to implement the short-term measures contained in this report to
accelerate the deployment of EVs, and to improve Canadians’ understanding of EVs
so that they may consider buying an EV now. EMC is therefore the key player to take
charge of the deployment of the following recommendations, based on consultations
with our members:

a) Raising Public Awareness of EVs
The necessity to implement a clear, neutral, and routine communication and
education strategy on EVs at a national scale is considered a major priority and
supported by all stakeholders. Unfortunately, this element is definitely lacking. This
strategy is based on three integral and intertwined measures:
i.

An EV Awareness Campaign addressing key barriers/opportunities (emotional
gratification, economics, environmental benefits, etc.). The recommendation
is to develop and implement a national outreach campaign, in support of the
other two awareness measures, through modern and effective means (web,
social media, testimonials, etc.)

ii.

A central reliable source for a one-stop shop offering trustworthiness and
consistency. It would be principally a national comprehensive Internet portal
on EVs. It will be the primary centre where Canadians go to get unbiased
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information and education on EVs, serving as a hub and relay to all other web
sites.
iii.

A Test and Trial Program, aimed at provinces with EV incentives, designed to
get a larger number of customers to test-drive an electric car with the support
of dealers, EV owners associations, and other trial offers. Such a program
would be a one-stop shop for providing complete EV information to Canadians
interested in EVs.

EMC will collaborate very closely with the EV manufacturers to increase awareness
at the dealerships.

b) Financial Incentives for EV Buyers
Direct incentives to EV buyers have proven to be a strong and necessary measure to
increase EV adoption, not only in Canada but in many jurisdictions such as Norway
and the US. Therefore, all Canadian provinces should adopt some form of financial
incentives for EV buyers, individuals or businesses. Since only three provinces have,
for the moment, offered incentives, it is recommended that the federal government
offer a $3,000 additional incentive to any provincial incentive offered at a minimum
of $3,000.

c) EV Infrastructure
The availability of charging infrastructure is a key factor to accelerate EV adoption.
Since roughly 90% of charging occurs overnight – when the EV is parked at home –
the availability of home charging is critically important and usually taken care of when
buying an EV. The importance of residential charging is closely followed by workplace
charging, and then by public charging locations. More support is needed for
employers to implement workplace charging for which very few programs exist for
now. When considering the second most important location for charging is at work,
the driver’s “range confidence” will be enhanced, thereby increasing the utilization
factor. It is recommended that the federal government offer an incentive to
employers for workplace charging of a maximum of $3,000 incentive, resulting in a
maximum of $3,000 when combined with any offered provincial incentive, for Level
2 smart charging stations.

d) DC Fast Charging
As for fast charging locations in urban areas and along key highways, there are many
initiatives - public and/or private - underway, even though a robust business case
has yet to be determined. There is, however, a need for the federal government to
complete the deployment of fast charging on national highways in areas where no
deployment is being planned. It is recommended that the federal government take
charge of purchasing and installing a minimum of 150 direct current fast charging
(DCFC) stations to complete a National EV highway. A study for the Canadian Council
of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) is developing a ‘Business Case’ for investing
in DCFC infrastructure across Canada. The current report indicates a larger number
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of DC fast charging locations required, even along inter-city corridors. However, 150
stations was considered to be a minimal number (over and above existing DC fast
charging locations) necessary in order to meet the inter-city travel needs of Canadian
EV drivers.

e) Car Sharing
The sharing economy is extending to all forms of assets, especially those of higher
value and low utilization, including automobiles. Numerous studies are forecasting a
600% growth in car sharing globally between 2013 and 2020.
The design of an economically sustainable EV car sharing concept/business model
depends on the sharing usage and costs of the supply and installation of charging
stations, the costs of electricity, as well as the costs of permits and parking under
different provincial and municipal governments and public utilities.
After considering the City of Montreal and the City of Vancouver, both leaders in
Canadian car sharing, it is recommended to discuss further a 3-year pilot project to
be conducted with the City of Vancouver, and comprised of the following elements:
• EVs purchased by Modo, a Vancouver car sharing company, and put in a freefloating fleet (minimum of 20 cars)
• Modo to act as the network operator for the non-exclusive use of the charging
stations
• Modo to pay for the use of charging stations (at a preferential rate)
• Chargers supplied, installed and operated by an existing Canadian network to
be selected at a later date
• Space for installation of supplied curbside chargers (free of charge) by the City
of Vancouver
• Free universal parking permits for EVs in sharing mode to be supplied by the
City of Vancouver
• Electricity supplied free of charge by BC Hydro
• Other EV owners pay the operator for the use of charging stations (at a
premium rate)
EMC recommends that the current mandate be continued with all stakeholders, Modo,
the City of Vancouver, BC Hydro, an EV charging station provider, the government
of BC, and the government of Canada. They will determine a business model and a
pilot project with a detailed budget, engagements of stakeholders, and MOU for the
realization of the pilot. The City of Vancouver is recommended because the two
key partners for such a project (a car sharing organization and the city) were
receptive to trying EVs in their fleet and their city.

f) Green Licence Plate and Other Related Programs
The implementation of a “green license plate” that provides EV drivers certain perks
is a simple and effective way to support all low carbon vehicles, and can lead to many
other advantages. Identification of low-carbon vehicles with a specific type of license
plate allows for certain incentives to be bestowed on the occupants such as
preferential parking, HOV lane access, reduced/no toll rates, etc. The change is
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administratively straight forward, yet from this single change a range of programs
could be delivered with simple vehicle identification. EVs in Ontario with green
licenses plates have unrestricted access to HOV lanes, regardless of how many
passengers they are carrying. The recently unveiled Quebec action plan on
transportation electrification includes for EVs with a green license plate, the free
access to specific toll bridges and ferry services, as well as reserved lanes when
carpooling is authorized. In BC, access to HOV lanes has also been recently
introduced.
The implementation of such a program also brings attention to EVs, and recognizes
the commitment to a cleaner environment, and should be supported by all levels of
governments. Since few EVs are on the road, the advantages given to green license
plate drivers to use HOV lanes (even with only one passenger) or access parking
would be manageable until a higher EV penetration rate is reached. The policy can
be rolled back as the number of EVs increases.

g) Government Exemplarity
All governments should have their own plan of actions to increase EV adoption to
promote EVs to their employees and to include EVs in their own fleet. The federal
government should take a leading role and invite provincial governments to do the
same.
As part of a massive new federal transportation bill passed by the US Congress in
early November 2015, the General Services Administration is now required to install
electric chargers for all federal employees where they work. The employees will be
charged a fee to cover the cost of the program.1

h)Technology, R&D and Pre-Commercialization
There is significant opportunity to coordinate and bring innovative clusters and
commercial capacity across Canada in the new auto parts supply chain and to support
the development of Canadian intellectual property for components related to zero
emission and low emission vehicles, including electric and fuel cell propulsion.
An Electric Vehicle Innovation Consortium (EVIC) would aim to support precompetitive industry-academic collaborations in the development of the next
generation of technologies and solutions for automotive manufacturing in
Canada. This would be based on the trusted innovation model demonstrated by
the Consortium for Research and Innovation in Aerospace in Quebec (CRIAQ).
Participants would include federal and provincial governments, private sector and
academia. A re-allocation of funds from existing programs could serve to ensure that
provinces and industry contribute equal amounts.

1

Source: Ecomento – November 10, 2015.
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i) Building Codes
The latest National Building Code from 2015 does not explicitly address standards or
practices related to EVs. Notwithstanding the current situation with the National
Building Code, provincial building codes are updated regularly and should be targeted
for EV provisions. Some provinces, such as QC, have already planned to integrate
provisions for plug-in vehicles in their building code without them originally being
included in the national code. Some municipalities also have their own building codes
that will have to consider EVs.
With the involvement of the National Research Council (NRC) and the Canadian
Standards Association (CSA), the basic recommendation is to amend the National
Building Code and the Canadian Electrical Code to require at least the roughing-in
(electrical upgrade and civil access to eventual outlets) for charging EVs in all new
buildings, including condominiums and apartment blocks.
The second recommendation is to seek amendments to the building codes to ensure
that a minimal percentage (%) of parking spaces in condo and apartment buildings
enable EV charging.

j) Public Transit
In order to increase the share of EVs in the public transit fleet, the current situation
of technology demonstrations, and the business case to support purchasing decisions
by transit authorities were evaluated.
Canadian bus builders are already active in the design and testing of electric buses
(or e-buses) with the support of public authorities. While Canada can be proud of
these important initiatives, the current implementation of new technologies in urban
transit fleets is almost non-existent, with transit authorities typically not wanting to
buy innovative technologies until they have been fully demonstrated and the
economic and financial barriers have been assessed.
The first recommendation is to share the results of the very few ongoing
demonstrations projects, including research done by the suppliers of electric bus
solutions (capabilities, requirements, costs).
The second recommendation is to appraise the adequacy of e-buses on their routes
by developing an EMC-branded tool that will allow transit properties to rapidly and
inexpensively identify them with moderate levels of precision (±15%).
The major benefits will be:
 Avoiding the repetition of field tests and studies where a business case
clearly cannot be made
 Allocating funds and financing to the best technology for each application
in transit systems
 Enabling decision makers to maximize the yield of taxpayer funds by
investing them where they will provide maximum impact.
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The third recommendation is to determine the complementary demonstration
projects that would be needed to cover most of the routes to electrify a complete
fleet of buses. It will include the consideration by the federal government to
contribute major financial support to multiple urban transit agencies and bus
manufacturers for complementary demonstration projects of full size transit buses
and the related charging infrastructure.
EMC will pursue discussions with important stakeholders, such as the Canadian Urban
Transit Association, to determine a concrete action plan for the electrification of urban
transit buses in Canada, including fuel cell vehicles.
Overview
Table 1 provides an overview of the high-priority recommendations, their expected
uptakes and estimated costs for the period 2016-2020.
Table 1 – Financial Summary of Recommendations to Increase EV uptake

Recommendations
1.




High, Medium, Low(*)

High

Medium

High

High

High

High

National Resource
Centre
National Awareness
Campaign
National Education
and Test Driving
program

Financial Incentives for EV
Buyers


3.

Total costs

High, Medium, Low

Raising public awareness for
EVs


2.

Expected Uptake

Direct incentives

EV Infrastructure


Workplace charging

4.

DC Fast Charging

High

Medium

5.

Car sharing pilot

Medium

Low

6.

Green License plate and
related programs (HOV
lanes, free parking…)

Medium

Low

7.

Government exemplarity

Medium

Medium

8.

Technology, R&D, and PreCommercialization

Commercialization

Low (reallocated
budget)





National Innovation
Centre
Renewal of existing
programs
Funding programs
supporting EVs
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Recommendations
9.

Building codes




10.

Expected Uptake

Total costs

High, Medium, Low

High, Medium, Low(*)

Long term High

Low

High

Low

National
Provincial
Municipal

Public Transit


Segmentation and
targeted demos for
Buses

(*)Low costs: under $5M
Medium costs: between $5M and $20M
High costs: over $20M
Table 2 provides an overview of the expected contributions of the different
stakeholders. In the next 3 to 5 years, a stable and collaborative effort is
necessary, while adjusting rapidly to market trends.
Table 2 – Role and responsibilities – Stakeholders
RECOMMENDATIONS

GOVERNMENTS

EV
MANUFACTURERS
(OEM)

Raising public
awareness for EVs

FEDERAL
National
Resource Centre
National
Awareness
Campaign
National
Education and
test driving
program

TV campaigns –
launch of product

 National Resource
Centre
 National Awareness
Campaign
 National Education
and Test Driving
program

Financial Incentives for
EV Buyers
 Direct incentives

PROVINCIAL
Awareness
campaigns
FEDERAL
PROVINCIAL

Web info
Dealers’ info

Some offer rebates
with EVOA

EV Infrastructure
Workplace charging

FEDERAL
PROVINCIAL

Promotion of
financial incentive
impacts

DC Fast Charging

FEDERAL
National
Highways

Some OEMs pay
for % of deployment
(Ex: Nissan, in Qc)

PROVINCIAL
Some pay for %
of deployment
(Ex: Qc in
corridors)
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UTILITIES

PRIVATE
INVESTORS

END USERS
AND EV
OWNER’S
ASSOCIATIONS
EVOA greatly
involved in
awareness, and
events to test
drive with limited
resources

Mostly aimed at
general info
and
infrastructure

Product
oriented

Promotion of
financial
incentive
impacts
Promotion of
financial
incentive
impacts
Some take
charge, deploy
and pay a % of
cost (BCH, HQ)

Promotion of
financial
incentive
impacts
Private
network
deployment

Offer of certain
OEM rebates

Private
network
deployment

Promotion of
availability and
network

Promotion of
financial
incentive impacts

Car sharing pilot

FEDERAL AND
PROVINCIAL
Financial
incentives to
lower the vehicle
purchase price
and/or rental
price for
members

Visibility of EV

Shared infrastructure
Offer of technology –
Management systems

Promotion of car
sharing services

Car sharing company: believer
and supporter of electromobility

MUNICIPAL
Believer,
champion,
facilitator
Green License plate and
related programs (HOV
lanes, free parking…)
Government
exemplarity

PROVINCIAL

Promotion

Promotion

MUNICIPAL
FEDERAL
PROVINCIAL
MUNICIPAL

Technology, R&D, and
Pre-Commercialization
 National Innovation
Centre
 Renewal of existing
programs
 Funding programs
supporting EVs
Building codes




National
Provincial
Municipal

Public Transit
 Buses

FEDERAL

Collaboration
and
partnerships
through R&D
projects on grid
impact, smart
grid and
storage

PROVINCIAL

FEDERAL

Condo
developers

PROVINCIAL
MUNICIPAL
FEDERAL
PROVINCIAL

Active
participation
in all steps
toward
commercialization

OEMs to participate
in demos, and
segment analysis

MUNICIPAL

Strong
promoters of
modification of
codes for Multi
Urban
Residential
Building

Some to
consider
specific
infrastructure
support

For future consideration
Since the electrification of transportation evolves quickly, the public transit sector
and other items are recommended for a future roadmap in the near-term. Those
items could also include car sharing, school buses, mining and niche applications
developed or tested in Canada, such as motorcycles, marine and agricultural
applications. As for the deployment of specific EV car sharing initiatives, the
recommendation to conduct a pilot project and the necessary measures for the
purchase of EVs and infrastructure would be part of the future roadmap.
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B.

Roadmap for Accelerating the Deployment of
Electric Vehicles in Canada (2016 to 2020) Detailed Report

1.

Context, Mandate and Objectives

This is the second roadmap for the electrification of surface transportation in Canada
prepared under the leadership of Electric Mobility Canada (EMC),2 the only national
organization dedicated exclusively to the promotion of electric transportation. Both
roadmaps benefited from the financial support of Natural Resources Canada. The first
roadmap published in 2010 was a ‘technology roadmap’, focussing on light duty
transportation vehicles to help identify the key technologies that an
industry/sector/company needs to succeed in the future and the projects or steps
required for development and implementation of these technologies. The reports
from this 2010 roadmap can be found on the EMC website at www.emc-mec.ca.
The 2010 roadmap created various collaborative networks, projects and activities.
Many of these are still active today, and those have allowed Canada to play a global
role in the adoption of Electric Vehicles (EVs).
When discussing this mandate with Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), it was
decided to concentrate the analysis and work on high-priority strategies and actions.
This 2015 roadmap focuses on the following four key objectives as agreed by the
EMC membership and supported by NRCan.
1. Make EVs better known as a viable alternative to conventional light duty vehicles
for most Canadian citizens.
2. Increase the share of EVs in Canadian Car Sharing Fleet.
3. Increase the share of EVs in the Public Transit fleet.
4. Discuss/develop targets related to EV adoption.
Many EMC members and others contributed valuable information and data used in
this report. Those listed in attachment 3 were interviewed by EMC representatives.
In addition, much of the program at EMC’s 2015 Conference held in Halifax in May
2015 focused on brainstorming sessions of attendees led by experts in the specific
areas covered in this report. Their findings and conclusions form part of this report.
EMC is pleased to submit this roadmap report which provides a number of options
for action by key federal, provincial and municipal governments as well as private
2

Electric Mobility Canada (EMC) is the only national membership–based not-for-profit organization dedicated
exclusively to the promotion of electric mobility as a readily available and important solution to Canada’s energy and
environmental issues2. EMC has approximately 135 members: private sector companies engaged in the sale or
distribution of electric vehicles and components or the delivery of professional services, covering all modes of surface
transportation; providers of electric energy at the provincial and local levels; private sector and government fleets;
related associations, research centres and labour organizations; government agencies and individual supporters.
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sector companies. The adoption of the actions proposed herein will contribute
significantly to the sustainability of transportation in Canada as well as environmental
goals.
Related activities



EMC has also participated in the Deloitte interviews for NRCan’s study on EVs,
which focused on regulations, legislations and policies impacting the sales of
EVs.
EMC also advises the consultant to the Canadian Council of Ministers of the
Environment (CCME) developing a ‘Business Case’ for investing in direct
current fast charging (DCFC) infrastructure across Canada. Section 5 of this
report addresses this issue.
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2.

Why EVs Make Sense for Canada

“Global demand for oil could soften far sooner than currently seems possible, thanks
to a combination of carbon policy, increased vehicle and infrastructure efficiency, and
electric vehicle growth driven by plummeting battery costs. This is an energy
innovation scenario we should be betting on, not against.”3
Electric vehicles make sense for several reasons as outlined in this section:





They are cheaper to operate and provide big savings to the owner.
They produce no local emissions and therefore make important contributions
to the reduction of Greenhouse Gases in transportation.
They are particularly appropriate for Canada because most of our electricity is
generated from non-fossil fuel sources, and the price for electricity is set in
Canada, not by the global oil markets.
Canada has some of the world’s leading companies in EVs and charging
technology and their businesses will prosper with the growth of EVs.

EVs are 4 to 6 times cheaper to run
When comparing the cost of electricity to the cost of fuel for similar car models, the
savings are important. The cost of electricity varies from province to province but is
usually predictable. For example, a compact car driven 20,000 km per year would
cost $1,906 in a gasoline model, while the cost of electricity for a similar size EV
would be $564 in Ontario and $368 in Quebec, translating into major savings for EV
owners over the life of an EV.
EVs require less maintenance and will help Canadian families to save money and
reduce emissions. On average, a dollar saved at the gas pump and spent on other
goods and services can generate a significant multiplier on jobs. Unlike the fossil fuel
supply chain, the majority of new demand created by fuel cost savings goes to local
services, a source of diverse, bedrock jobs that are less likely to be outsourced. A
study by Berkeley University, conducted for the Californian market, states that
“Because, on average, household demand is 16 times more job-intensive than the
fossil fuel supply chain, every dollar saved at the gas pump and spent on the other
goods and services consumers traditionally buy adds stimulus to state incomes,
employment, and real wages.4 Another way of looking at the economic benefits is
that - to a large extent - dollars spent for fossil fuels leave Canada while dollars spent
for electricity stay in the local economy.

3

From an editorial titled ‘The Brutal Math of Climate Change’ by Thomas Homer-Dixon and Yonathan Strauch of the
University of Waterloo, in Toronto Star, September 26, 2015.
4
http://are.berkeley.edu/~dwrh/CERES_Web/Docs/ETC_PEV_RH_Final120920.pdf
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EVs reduce Greenhouse Gases
Transportation is an important contributor to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
accounting for near 25% of all emissions in Canada (of which 52% is generated by
light-duty vehicles and small trucks). 5 At the provincial level, the percentage of
emissions from transportation varies greatly depending on the sources of emissions
emanating in each province. In Ontario for example, transportation accounts for 34%
of all GHG emissions, this is 11% more than at the national level.
The electrification of transportation offers an important option for reducing air
pollutants and GHGs, helping to improve Canada’s Air Quality Management System.
Given that clean, renewable electricity represents approximately two-thirds of
Canada’s generation mix, moving to electric mobility is an excellent means of positive
contribution to environmental efforts of reducing GHG emissions.
As seen in Table 3 below, , transportation was Canada’s second largest contributor
of GHG emissions at the end of 2013, accounting for 23% of all emissions, an increase
of 33% since 1990 but declining slightly in recent years.
There are nearly 20 million passenger cars and light-duty trucks in Canada.6 Annual
sales are in the order of 1.9 million vehicles. Virtually all these vehicles operate on
fossil fuels as their energy source. These vehicles contribute roughly half of the 23%
of all GHG emissions (or near 12% of all GHGs).7 Solutions for reducing emissions
are difficult to find for several of the sectors in the table, but for transportation, EVs
have the potential for almost eliminating the emissions coming from light duty
vehicles.
Table 3 – GHG Emissions by Economic Sector (Mt
Mt CO2 equivalent
1990
2005
Transportation
128
168
Oil and Gas
101
159
Electricity
94
121
Buildings
70
84
Emissions-intensive
95
89
and Trade-exposed
Industries
Agriculture
54
68
Waste and others
48
47
National GHG Total
591
736

5

CO2 equivalent)8

2010

2011

2012

167
163
99
79
76

166
164
92
85
80

165
173
86
80
78

68
46
699

67
47
701

69
47
699

2013
170
179
85
86
76

23%
25%
12%
12%
11%

75 10%
54
7%
725 100%

www.ec.gc.ca/ges-ghg/default.asp?lang=En&n=E0533893-1
Source: Statistics Canada. See : https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/policy/anre-menu-3021.htm
7
Source: Natural Resources Canada. See :
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/www.nrcan.gc.ca/files/energy/files/pdf/2014/14-0173EnergyMarketFacts_e.pdf
8
Source: Environment Canada. See : https://www.ec.gc.ca/indicateursindicators/default.asp?lang=en&n=F60DB708-1
6
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As a year-end 2015, there are close to 18,500 EVs registered in Canada representing
less than 0.1% of all light-duty vehicles on the road.9 In total, there are now 21
different plug-in models of EVs available in Canada, made by 12 different
manufacturers and this number is constantly increasing. Plug in Hybrids (PHEVs) can
yield up to 80% in fuel savings and pure battery vehicles (BEVs) up to 100%.
An electric vehicle produces no local emissions. However, there are emissions created
to generate the electrical energy that is stored in the EV’s battery. In Canada, over
65% of our electricity comes from renewables such as hydro, wind, and solar, energy
sources with very low GHG emissions. This means that EVs charged from the
Canadian grid create very low GHG emissions relative to their fossil fuelled
counterparts. Figure 1 below shows the calculated GHG emissions per kilometer of a
mid-size Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) car compared to those of an equivalent
size EV charged from the grids of each of Canada’s ten provinces, using 2011 data
which is the most recent data available online. The emissions reductions in hydrodominated Quebec, Manitoba and BC are largest, while those of the other provinces
vary depending on the energy sources of their grids. Overall, with Canada’s current
energy mix, a typical EV will achieve an 80% reduction in GHG emissions versus its
fossil fuel powered counterpart. Even more, emissions from EVs continue to decrease
as the carbon intensity of Canada’s grid decreases. Therefore, EVs make imminent
sense as a GHG reduction measure in most Canadian provinces.
Figure 1 – GHG emission reductions from an ICE vehicle to an EV10

9

Source: Electric Mobility Canada.
Source: Natural Resources Canada and Statistics Canada.

10
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Experts agree that EVs convert about 59%–62% of the electrical energy from the
grid to power at the wheels—conventional gasoline vehicles only convert about 17%–
21% of the energy stored in gasoline to power at the wheels.11 Transforming lightduty vehicles to electric drive has the potential to achieve a quantum decrease in
GHG emissions from transportation. To summarize, in Canada low emissions are
related to power generation for an EV, while close to zero emissions are produced by
the vehicle in motion.
Canadian Electricity for EVs mostly comes from clean sources
As seen in Figure 2, less than 25% of electricity generated in Canada comes from
fossil fuels, and this number is decreasing as renewable fuel sources continue to
emerge. On average, 63.3% of Canada’s electricity is currently produced from
hydroelectric sources and, according to the Canadian Electricity Association, much
more electricity can be produced from hydro. In four provinces—Newfoundland,
Quebec, Manitoba and British Columbia—the proportion of non-fossil fuel generated
electricity is more than 95%. Canada compares very favourably to the U.S. in this
regard. In the U.S., more than 70% of the country’s electricity is generated from
fossil fuels and despite this unfavourable number, the U.S. is still strongly supporting
electric vehicles, mainly for energy security reasons. Switching to electric traction,
with resulting reduction of GHG emissions, is thus much more feasible from the outset
in our country.
Figure 2 – Electricity Generation Sources in Canada - 2014. Source – Canadian Electricity
Association12
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www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/evtech.shtml
Source: Canadian Electricity Association.
http://www.electricity.ca/media/Electricity101/KeyCanadianElectricityStatistics10June2014.pdf
12
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Greater adoption of EVs, a clean technology using Canada’s clean, renewable
resources, is a key element of reducing our carbon footprint. The adoption of EVs is
clearly an option for many Canadians to save money and to reduce their carbon
footprint while not having to change their lifestyles. Focusing on areas of greatest
opportunity for EV penetration is an essential component of our strategy to reduce
GHG emissions. It will also accelerate a shift in transportation fuel consumption from
foreign oil to domestically produced electricity. These factors will all result in
improving air quality.
Transport electrification will also create demand for electric power, and would
support more clean electricity development opportunities, with most of the demand
being met with current spare capacity during off peak loads. From a business
development point of view, charging an EV at home overnight is an excellent source
of revenue for utilities, as there is abundant supply of electricity at night. One of the
new areas of potential growth is related to energy storage, as batteries will become
a commodity at home to help manage the grid through vehicle-to-grid connections
(V2G), or deliver electricity to the home when needed - vehicle to-home (V2H).
Furthermore, for a new area of growth in emerging sectors like car sharing
(discussed in Section 6), introducing EVs could bring important benefits. Car sharing
is gaining in importance as an urban mobility alternative worldwide, and particularly
in Canada. Numerous studies are forecasting a 600% growth in car sharing globally
between 2013 and 202013.
EVs can stimulate the economy
As detailed in Section 7, Canada has some of the world’s leading companies in EV
and charging infrastructure. The growth of EVs in Canada and elsewhere will grow
their level of business domestically and for export. In addition, it will create economic
growth in Canadian-owned companies and community-based organizations such as
car sharing services.

13

Source: Navigant Research. See: https://www.navigantresearch.com/research/carsharing-programs
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3. Raising Public Awareness of EVs
Public education and outreach to ensure Canadians receive an accessible, clear,
consistent and complete messaging about EVs are recognized to be lacking.
Increasing EV adoption by eliminating false perceptions, bringing attention to the
technology and the available products, increasing knowledge and facilitating EV test
drives is therefore a high short-term priority. EMC acknowledges the serious efforts
to promote EVs in Quebec, Ontario and BC, but these efforts need more resources
and more coordinated messages.
The specific objective of this roadmap report is to increase the share of EVs by
increasing awareness in the Canadian market by overcoming the serious gaps
identified below.

3.1 Summary of Findings
Interviews with key stakeholders across Canada and workshops at EMC’s 2015
Annual conference provided a wealth of information, which is summarized here:
 Current information and education programs
 Communication/promotion/awareness levels currently inadequate.
 Lots of inconsistent or incomplete information.
 Insufficient information to address erroneous perceptions.
 Absence of education outreach and tools to help consumers understand the
categories of EVs and assist them in the selection process.
 Insufficient global outreach and brand-neutral awareness program.
 Absence of one or several trustworthy reliable national independent
information provider(s).
 Lack of experience with EVs
 Unfamiliarity with the category (different technologies).
 A small minority of Canadians have first-hand or direct experience with EVs.
 Road testing of any vehicle, especially of vehicles powered by a new
technology, is essential.
 Long decision-making process in comparison to the purchase of internal
combustion engine vehicles.
 Fast charging network
 High level of expectations for more stations.
 Not sufficiently developed yet vs. the expectations.
 Lack of national leadership
 Three provinces making great efforts but with different programs not
sufficiently related to one another. Quebec and BC are traditionally known
to have a more centralized strategy coordinating diverse stakeholder
groups.
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 Critical success factors
 Clear, consistent communication of EV information and education at a
national scale.
 Central source for reliability and trustworthiness.
 One source centre for use by all stakeholders for consistency.
 National/provincial/local ‘Test-Drive’ program – use EV owners as
ambassadors.
 Communication/promotional awareness (share of voice – share of mind).
 National campaign messaging should address key barriers/opportunities
(economics, environmental benefits, emotional gratification).

3.2 Recommendations
The necessity to implement a clear, neutral and regular communication and
education on EVs at a national scale is considered a major priority and supported by
all stakeholders. Unfortunately, this is definitely lacking. This communication
strategy is based on 3 packaged and complementary measures:
 EV Awareness Campaign
 Developing and implementing an outreach national campaign in support of
the Resource Centre and the Test and Trial Program.
 Raising awareness, bringing attention and emotion (like the Emotive
campaign in BC) and introducing a national branding.
 Would use data and sources from the national resource centre.
 Would include funding partnerships.
 Leading interested public to resource centre for further information.
 Adapting messages to fit regional audiences.
 Making extensive use of social media.
 Creating a fun, creative and catching campaign to profile EVs, using social
media, videos and event-based tools.
 EV National Resource Centre (official name to be determined)
 A national comprehensive and bilingual internal portal on EVs. It will be the
primary centre where Canadians go to get unbiased information and
education on EVs.
 A one-stop interactive source of information and education providing
reliable, consistent, and trustworthy information to consumers, which will
promote EVs as the sensible thing to reduce GHG, save energy and money
and have fun while driving safe.
 To be used by other stakeholders with the same consistency.
 Independent organization with no direct strings attached for credibility.
 Will direct consumer to the specialized sites available in their
province/region.
 Will be updated continuously in order to maintain relevance and
effectiveness all the time.
 Test-driving programs
 National/provincial “Test Drive” programs: Knowing where to go to test all
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vehicles and get all the practical information.
Encourage the public in large numbers to test drive EVs, leading them to
Ride and Drive events, fixed and roving facilities and participating
dealerships.
o Provides incentives to test-drive EVs through contests and prize
packages.
Involve stakeholders in its creation and on-going operation, primarily OEMs
and also governments at all levels, utilities and charging equipment
suppliers.
Create a win-win for the whole industry.

EMC will collaborate very closely with the EV manufacturers to increase awareness
at the dealerships.

Table 4 – Estimated costs of initiative to raise awareness ($M for 3 measures)

Year
Development
costs and new
materials
Implementation
costs
Administrative
costs
Total

2016
$0.65

2017
$0.5

2018
$0.4

2019
$0.3

2020
$0.3

TOTAL
$2.15

$2.1

$2.0

$2.2

$2.3

$2.3

$10.9

$0.25

$0.2

$0.1

$0.1

$0.1

$0.75

$3.0

$2.7

$2.7

$2.7

$2.7

$13.8
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4.

Financial Incentives for EV Buyers

Like most new technologies, initial costs of EVs are higher than conventional vehicles.
Consequently, the most committed industrialized nations are offering financial
incentives to both individuals and businesses to facilitate the purchase of EVs and the
installation of related charging infrastructure as measures to stimulate the sale of
EVs. The provinces of Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia (BC) have progressive
programs supporting EVs with incentives as part of their commitment to achieve
sustainable transportation. The introduction of national financial incentive programs
for the purchase of EVs outside of Canada has been largely demonstrated as having
a significant impact on EV adoption in all jurisdictions.
As seen in Figure 3, over 90% of EV sales in Canada occurred in those provinces that
have incentive programs in place: Quebec, Ontario and BC. The chart clearly shows
the impact of current incentives of $8,500 in Ontario and $8,000 in Quebec where
sales have continued to grow. As noted in Figure 4, sales in BC dropped significantly
when the financial incentives were temporarily suspended but resumed after the
incentives were re-instated. These levels of incentives have been chosen to be
greater than a PST exemption and have proven effective. Consumer purchase
incentives are clearly a very effective policy tool.
Figure 3 – Percentage (%) of EVs in key Canadian provinces14
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Financial incentives, of various descriptions, have proven to be very effective and
continue in many jurisdictions, and are considered a top priority by EMC. Most G7
countries have a national incentive program for EV purchases and these programs
are often supplemented by additional incentives at the state or provincial level.

14

Source: Electric Mobility Canada.
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4.1 Incentives for Purchase of EVs
EVs cost more than an ICE vehicle and most EV buyers will need to install home
charging capability, requiring electrical upgrades to the home. These costs will
decrease over time as sales increase and technologies improve. For example,
batteries are a significant contributor to the cost of EVs. Their costs, however, are
rapidly decreasing as technologies improve and sale volumes increase. A 2015 study
showed that the cost of lithium-ion batteries declined 14% annually from $1,000 per
kWh in 2007 to $410 and lower per kWh in 2014.15 According to the authors, this
decline in costs is expected to continue and this has significant implications for the
assumptions used when modelling future energy and transport systems and permits,
and an optimistic outlook for BEVs contributing to low-carbon transport.
However, in the early stages of development, the higher ‘up front’ expenditure
required by consumers is impeding sales. Lower energy cost for EVs offsets these
initial entry costs but the literature supports the reality that the vast majority of
purchase decisions are influenced not by total cost of ownership but rather by the
initial purchase price alone. It has been shown that even a reasonable incentive can
tip the business case for EVs in fleets. As seen when hybrids first came to market,
fleets can play a significant role in mainstreaming new vehicle technology.
Figure 4 - Fraction of Passenger Vehicle Sales that represent plug-in vehicles for the
provinces of Quebec, Ontario and BC, using three month trailing averages to
eliminate seasonal sales variations. Source: FleetCarma, September 2015.

15

Rapidly falling costs of battery packs for electric vehicles – Bjőrn Nykist and Mäns Nilsson – 2015.
https://www.sei-international.org/mediamanager/documents/Publications/SEI-Nature-pre-pub-2015-falling-costsbattery-packs-BEVs.pdf
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Figure 4 clearly shows the effectiveness of financial incentives in a Canadian setting.
It shows that EV sales were progressing nicely in all 3 provinces while in the February
to June 2014 period, a normal period for increased vehicle sales, EV sales in BC did
not increase because the BC incentive program had expired, as compared to Quebec’s
and Ontario’s increase. The BC incentive program was restored in March 2015 and
sales surged immediately following this restoration – a clear confirmation of the
effectiveness of incentives.
When considering the installation of infrastructure, direct financial incentives are
available in Ontario and Quebec for the purchase and installation of EV chargers at
home, and are also applicable to Ontario businesses (up to $1,000 or 50% of the
total purchase and installation cost), and for Quebec, at workplaces and businesses
(up to $5,000 or 50% of purchase and installation costs).
Currently, the automotive OEMs are prioritizing the delivery of vehicles to Canadian
markets with purchase incentives in place.
Clearly, all Canadian provinces should adopt some form of financial incentives for EV
buyers, be they individuals or businesses. A range of financial mechanisms may be
offered, such as financial support for the purchase of EVs, including rebates,
applicable to both fleet and private sales.
Effectiveness of additional federal incentives
EMC recognizes that there is a bundle of measures adapted to a jurisdiction’s context
to obtain the highest impact. Since markets can evolve very quickly, there is a
constant need to track measures in order to maximally accelerate the adoption of
EVs.
However, incentives have proven to be a necessary measure to increase EV adoption.
An important ICCT study16 in the US concludes that:




State EV incentives, over and above federal incentives, are playing a significant
early role in reducing the effective cost of ownership, as well as driving electric
vehicle sales. Some of the states with the largest electric vehicle incentives—
California, Georgia, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington—have EV sales shares
that are approximately 2–4 times the national average. A statistical regression
was performed, revealing that the total monetary benefit to consumers from
state incentives has a significantly positive correlation with BEV sales when all
50 states and the District of Columbia are included. These findings suggest
that future state efforts to incentivize BEV sales through incentives that
substantially drive down the total cost of owning and operating EVs are likely
to be effective.
Based on this novel quantification of many state-level policies, it appears that
not all types of incentives affect BEV sales equally. A stepwise regression

http://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/ICCT_state-EVincentives_20141030.pdf
16
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analysis shows that the most effective incentives are subsidies, carpool lane
access, and emissions testing exemptions initiatives. In addition, a basic
benefit-to-cost analysis that compares incentives’ benefits to consumers to
state spending shows that public charger availability is an especially costeffective incentive for BEV owners, and carpool lane access is cost effective for
electric vehicle owners.
In Canada, we can compare the recommended additional federal incentives of $3,000
to many state incentives in the US. This federal incentive will be added to provincial
incentives of more or less $8,000, an amount equivalent to the US federal incentive
of $7,500. Therefore, the federal Canadian incentive can generate an increase of
sales of at least 2 times the national average.
EV penetration scenarios
The following assumptions and forecasts are taken from the “Business Case for
Investing in EV DCFC Station Infrastructure” report for the CCME.
The major assumptions listed below are combined with the enclosed
recommendations of the National roadmap to be implemented:
Environmental and Economic context
• The cost of home charging a 450 km range BEV remains less than $20.
• Attempts at introducing hydrogen and CNG fuelled cars will be unsuccessful due
to the high cost of infrastructure required for gaseous fuel distribution.
• Municipal, provincial and federal governments undertake increasingly important
actions to fight climate change and EVs are an important part of the solution.
Market offer
• Declining price of EVs due to economies of scale, and due to battery efficiency
improvement and battery prices decline.
• Significant battery range improvements thanks to significant investments by auto
OEMs, Silicon Valley stakeholders as well as research institutions.
• Availability of at least four more BEV models with a range of at least 300 km as
announced and a maximum price of $40,000.
• Increasing number of EV makes and models available to Canadian motorists.
• Power train electrification is essential to meeting fuel economy regulations.
Stakeholders
• Continued availability of purchase rebates in Quebec, Ontario, and BC, without
any discontinuity, and introduction of incentives in some other provinces.
• Municipal and provincial governments to introduce additional measures to
encourage EV adoption.
• Private stakeholder investments in electrification of transportation.
In the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment DCFC report (CCME-DCFC),
to be finalized, the impact of a $3,000 federal rebate program and customer
education is evaluated to double the sales for 2016 and 2017 compared to 2015. The
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direct impact of a $3,000 federal purchase incentive, combined with annual savings
of around $2,000 (electricity vs gas, maintenance costs, insurance, …) and not
considering the time saved through access to HOV lanes, diminishes the return on
investment by 1.5 years, making a significant difference to many EV potential buyers.
When comparing the most predictable scenario #2 to more progressive scenarios #4
or #5, a potential of at least 40,000 additional EVs in 2016-2017 represent a potential
incentive of $120M.

4.2 Recommendations
Considering that incentives have proven to be a necessary measure to increase EV
adoption, and that only 3 provinces have for the moment offered incentives, it is
recommended that the federal government offer a $3,000 additional incentive to
any provincial incentive offered at a minimum of $3,000.
For effectiveness purposes, and to permit short-term adjustments of measures of the
highest impact, a maximum budget of $120M is recommended for federal incentives
to be offered from 2016 to 2018.
This high-priority measure to increase EV adoption will become the most efficient way
to create a bridge between the current early adopter’s market and a new era for a
robust market of EVs.
Table 5 – Federal Financial Incentives - Estimated costs

Year

2016

2017

2018

Estimated
EVs on road

30,500

55,710

110,400

Estimated
annual sales
Maximum
number of
subsidized
EVs
Maximum
budget with
a Federal
incentive of
$3,000 per
vehicle

11,700

25,200

54,700

TOTAL
(2016-2018)

92,600

40,000 EVs

$35.1M

$84.9M
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$120M

5.

EV Infrastructure

A key component of the EV infrastructure is the charging station, often referred to as
the Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE). There are basically three levels of
charging stations for EVs as described in Table 6. Level 1 and level 2 charging stations
are typically installed at home, at work and in public spaces. As for level 3 or Direct
Current Fast Charging (DCFC), it is used to recharge 80% of the battery capacity in
around 20 minutes in urban areas, and in transportation corridors.

5.1 Current Situation
Most of the current battery technologies limit EV ranges to 150 km (except Tesla
models which have a higher range), and it is expected that the average range will
increase to around 300 km in the next few years. This is an encouraging trend and
typical of new technologies.
Table 6 – Levels of EV charging

Charging

Voltage

kW

Application

1.1 kW

Charging
Time*
8-12 hours

Level 1

120

Level 2

240

3.3-6.6 kW

3-5 hours

Household, workplace and
public space

Level 3
DCFC

480-600

50 kW

20 minutes
or less

Urban public space,
transportation corridor

Household

*depends on battery size and state of charge

According to Statistics Canada, the average daily commute for Canadians is less than
25 km with 90% of Canadians having a commute of less than 45 km.17 While this is
well within the typical range of EVs, drivers resist buying EVs because they fear
running out of energy on the occasional longer trip beyond the home base. This is
commonly referred to as ‘range anxiety’ where vehicle owners shy away from
purchasing EVs because of lack of information and the fact that they do not want to
face the long charging times from Level 1 and 2 charging stations for travel beyond
the distance provided from a full charge.
The availability of home charging is important and, while roughly 90% of EV owners
are said to be charging their EVs overnight, reality is that many plug their EVs when
returning home from work and if the battery is not fully discharged, chances are that
most of the recharging occurs during the early evening which is a peak demand time
17

Source: Statistics Canada. See: https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/as-sa/99-012-x/99-012x2011003_1-eng.cfm
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for electricity. In jurisdictions with ‘time of use’ electricity charges, the savings
available during overnight hours are not large enough to encourage EV owners to
delay plugging their EVs into the grid. Technology is evolving. An EV can be
automatically charged in optimal non-peak demand periods and still be fully charged
by morning.

5.2 Eliminating the ‘Range Anxiety’
The importance of residential charging is closely followed by workplace charging, and
then by public charging locations.
Workplace charging
Very few workplace charging stations exist even though workplace charging is
considered to be the second most important place to charge with a predictable usage.
Compared to the needs, very few programs exist to support employers to install
chargers. In Quebec, an existing program offers up to $5,000 per station. Ontario
offers $1,000 while BC does not offer any incentives.
Public charging
The number of publicly accessible level 2 chargers is progressing rapidly, and helping
to reassure EV drivers, with close to 3,000 charging stations across Canada.
Direct Charging Fast Charging (DCFC)
To ensure that EV drivers can travel between urban centres and inter-provincially, a
broadly distributed network of Direct Charging Fast Charging (DCFC) is required.
These DCFC stations will also support fleet operations, EV car-sharing and
complement residential charging support. There is a need for minimal coverage to
travel on all main highways, provincially and inter-provincially. Currently, this need
is only partially met with the current deployment of DCFC charging stations.
Installing DCFC in large metropolitan areas and along Canada’s major highways is
seen as a minimum investment to reduce ‘range anxiety’. The Trans-Canada Highway
with a length of 7,821 km is also a natural location of DCFC stations.
Even though a business case does not appear in the short term to support the
installation of Level 3 chargers, there are a number of public and public-private
partnerships that will install DCFCs and/or will announce further DCFC deployments.

5.3 Recommendations
Workplace charging
More support is needed for employers to implement workplace charging for which
very few programs currently exist. When considering that the second most important
location for charging is at work, the driver’s “range confidence” will be enhanced,
therefore increasing the utilization factor. It is recommended that the federal
government offers an incentive to employers for workplace charging of a maximum
of $3,000 incentive, resulting in a maximum of $3,000 when combined with any
offered provincial incentive.
EMC recommends limiting the subsidies to workplace charging to the deployment of
Level 2 smart charging stations instead of Level 1, or non-smart Level 2, to offer a
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scalable and viable charging service. In fact, when you analyze the CAPEX and the
OPEX of Level 2 smart charging stations over time, you get a better return on
investment and a turnkey solution. The Level 2 smart charging station allows for
access control, charging for a service, equity and longer-term profitability for the
employer. It comes with a 24/7 service and can provide load management of peak
demands that can be very costly during peak periods. This technology can also be
contributive eventually to V2G (vehicle-to-grid) or V2W (vehicle-to-workplace) as
another way to obtain cost optimization.
Direct Current Fast Charging (DCFC)
There is also a need for the federal government to complete the current deployment
of fast charging, especially on national highways where no deployment is being
planned. It is recommended that the federal government take charge of installing a
minimum of 150 DCFC to complete the national EV highway to provide current and
potential EV owners with the peace of mind required to make longer trips with their
EVs and even allowing cross-country trips (similar to what gas stations provide to
conventional vehicle drivers). A study for the CCME is developing a ‘Business Case’
for investing in DCFC infrastructure across Canada. The current report indicates a
larger number of DC fast charging locations required, even along inter-city corridors.
However, 150 was considered to be a minimal number (over and above existing DC
fast charging locations) that would be required in order to meet the inter-city travel
needs of Canadian EV drivers.
Table 7 – Federal Subsidy of Charging Stations – Maximum subsidized costs

Level 2
smart
charger
Level 3
charger
(DCFC)

Maximum subsidized cost ($)
3,000
50,000

Table 8 – Federal Financial Incentives – Budgeted

Year

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

TOTAL

2,500

5,000

5,000

5,000

2,500

20,000

20

35

35

30

30

150

$7.5M
$1.0M

$15.0M
$1.75M

$15.0M
$1.75M

$15.0M
$1.5M

Estimated
annual number
of EVSE
subsidized

Workplace
DCFC
Estimated
annual EVSE
costs
Workplace
DCFC

30

$7.5M
$1.5M

$60M
$7.5M

6.

Car Sharing

“The Sharing Economy is a socio-economic ecosystem built around the sharing of
physical resources. It includes the shared creation, production, distribution, trade
and consumption of goods and services by different people and organizations.”18
Clearly, the sharing economy is extending to all forms of assets, especially those of
higher value and low utilization factor such as automobiles. Car sharing has been
around for a few years and their growth is accelerating at a rapid pace as ‘sharing’
becomes more popular, especially with the younger generation and with the advent
of ‘apps’ to automate the process.
Car sharing (US and Canada) or car clubs (UK) is a model of car rental where people
rent cars for short periods of time, often by the hour. They are attractive to customers
who make occasional use of a vehicle, as well as to those who would like occasional
access to a vehicle of a different type than the one they use every day. The
organization renting the cars may be a commercial business or the users themselves
may be organized as a company, public agency, cooperative, or an ad hoc grouping.
The availability of EVs to car sharing users is an excellent opportunity to introduce
drivers to EV technology and its benefits.
By their very nature, a single vehicle in a car sharing operation replaces from 3 to 11
vehicles, and the expansion of car sharing can significantly reduce the number of
vehicles on the road and should therefore be encouraged. Using EVs in car sharing
further reduces GHG emissions.
The objective of this section is therefore to increase the share of EVs within Canada’s
growing car sharing fleet, and to design an EV car sharing concept for a major
Canadian urban centre based on an economically sustainable business model.

6.1 Summary of Findings
Many reasons contribute to a limited presence of electric vehicles in car sharing fleets
in Canada, including, in order of importance:
 Lack of infrastructure: on-street/curbside public charging stations.
 Installing/owning charging stations is not considered included in the
mandate of car sharing operators, although a few have charging stations in
their own private lots.
 Bolloré is the only car sharing fleet operator that we have identified that
owns its private charging stations on the street.
 Many municipalities are hesitant to invest substantially in on-street
charging because of the related costs and the perception that technology is
not yet viable.
18

Source: http://www.thepeoplewhoshare.com/blog/what-is-the-sharing-economy/
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Nordic climate conditions have been perceived as an impediment to streetside charging for EVs until recently.
No private investors exist in the area of curbside charging stations at this
stage. It is worth mentioning that the City of Montreal announced the
installation of up to 1,000 publics stations (a combination of Level 2, onstreet charging and DCFCs) within the next 5 years in order to implement
1,000 self-service EVs.

 Higher incremental acquisition costs & difficulty obtaining financial support
for EVs in some areas of the country.
 Only BC, Ontario and Quebec offer financial incentives to encourage the
purchase of EVs.
 Range limitations of EVs is identified as a factor slowing the growth of EVs
in car sharing fleets, especially in the context of the very limited availability of
curbside charging stations.
 Knowing the state of charge of shared EVs at the time of the reservation is
an issue for car sharing members and not providing this information may
lead to a lack of “range confidence”.
 While range anxiety is an initial obstacle to the use of EVs by members, the
situation quickly fades after a few usages.
 Technology enabling the car sharing operator to understand the state of
charge exists and is a necessary part of an EV fleet management operation.
 This technology has not been implemented in Canada yet for lack of
financial resources on the part of car-sharing fleets.
 Operation: Recharging by members
 Issues with members not plugging in the vehicle upon return can occur.
 US car sharing operators have remedied that potential problem by warning
their clients that the payment meter does not stop until the car is properly
plugged back in the charging station. It usually resolves this issue.
 Education: Low utilization of EVs by members due to lack of education and
range anxiety.
 Example: In the City of San Francisco, the average car sharing trip is 5 km,
but research by the municipality indicates that members do not trust the
state of charge information displayed in the vehicle (cell phone batteries
deplete quickly when the battery drops below a certain level and mechanical
fuel gauges in conventional cars tend to behave the same way).
 The awareness measures discussed in Section 3 of this report can be of
benefit here.
 Member training and education to operate EVs is perceived as complex
and costly by car sharing operators.
 Lack of on-street charging translates into a lack of EVs in the car sharing fleet.
 Lack of general public awareness of EVs is also a general impediment to
car sharing members looking for EVs.
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6.2 Critical Success Factors
 Availability of curbside charging stations.
 Workplace charging may be located in areas that are easily accessible and
highly visible.
 In this situation, car sharing companies can make deals to use the
workplace chargers for the fleet’s EVs.
 The car sharing company needs to be a believer and a supporter of
electro-mobility.
 EVs require more work and the sharing company needs to understand that
right from the start or the effort will fail.
 Most, if not all, car sharing organizations are pro-environment and are
receptive to using a green fleet but they often do not all have the knowledge
and the resources to switch to EVs.
 Strong involvement of the municipality.
 The municipality must be a believer in both electro-mobility and car
sharing. At the very least, it must be a stakeholder but ideally it should be
a champion of the EV car sharing concept.
 Making the member / user comfortable with EVs & technology is key
 Member education in the form of simple videos and materials (available
online, at the point of vehicle pickup as well as in the vehicle) that help
members be comfortable with driving an EV.
 Visibility also plays an important role in increasing member comfort with
the technology. Consistent signage of the EV will increase familiarity.
 It is most important to make it simple and not onerous for the user.
Otherwise, the member will migrate to what they feel most comfortable
with.
 It is important to advertise the availability of EVs so that the membership is
informed & inclined in using them.
 Technology that enables the user to evaluate and manage state of charge.
 Financial incentives to lower the purchase price of the vehicles and/or the
rental price to members.

6.3 Role of each Stakeholder in a Robust Business Model
 Governments:
 Financial incentives to lower the vehicle purchase price and/or rental price
for members
 Municipalities:
 Believer, champion
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 Private Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment Company:
 Shared infrastructure
 Offer of technology – Management systems
 Car Sharing Company:
 Owner of the EV
 Education, ease of use
 Car sharing User
 Usage and visibility to the greater public
 Confidence building

6.4 Other Car Sharing Markets: Condos & Fleets
Condos
Vancouver is a leading example of support for the introduction of EVs by requiring
20% of parking spots in new buildings to be ready for EV plug-in. The City of
Vancouver has also introduced in its city’s parking bylaw an innovative variation of
the required parking spaces by developers. They can dispense with five required
parking spaces if they purchase one car share vehicle and locate it on site. In a city
where the price of condos is very high, the replacement of parking spaces by an
added value service as car sharing is contributing to diminish the cost of ownership
of condos. The experience is well received.
Fleets
The City of Vancouver has decided to reduce their fleet by using car sharing. 850 out
of 10,000 employees registered for the program. For 2014, 13,000 car sharing
bookings took place, thus reducing the number of vehicles by 33 at the start of the
program. The level of satisfaction is very good.

6.5 Common Objectives with Communication Mandate
Once you have looked at an EV as an alternative, one of the most important key
success factor in increasing EV sales is getting people to try them. A large fleet of
EVs running on the streets of Canadian cities, as is possible through car sharing
initiatives, is a great way to communicate their presence and reliability.
Car sharing is a low-risk method to try these cars without being pressured by sales
personnel. A communication effort that would support EVs in a car sharing
environment would therefore encourage car sharing operators to adopt them and
consumers at large to try, and eventually adopt them.

6.6 Additional Findings




Unless there is a wide availability of curbside charging stations, round-trip car
sharing operations may be limited
Condo developers may become important contributors of vehicles to car
sharing
In San Francisco, City CarShare experimented with pricing and usage of EVs:
by dropping the price of EV rentals from standard to economy (approximately
$1 less per hour of usage), the usage of EVs increased considerably
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Multi-client (car2go, DriveNow, etc.) car sharing survey focusing on EVs was
just completed (sample of 2,000 respondents) in the US
Results underline the importance of EVs in car sharing as a way to introduce
the public to EVs
EV car sharing members compared to the population of EV buyers:
o Are more evenly distributed between men and women (among EV
owners, large majority are men)
o Represent more diverse ethnic backgrounds
o Represent more diverse education levels
o Represent more diverse income brackets
70% of those using EVs in car sharing stated they would recommend to friends,
family members, colleagues to test drive/buy an EV
90% of those using EVs in car sharing stated their experience was a positive
one
The desire to own an EV was 43% greater or much greater thanks to
using an EV in car sharing
The results indicate that policy makers interested in promoting EVs need to
support greater penetration of EVs in car sharing fleets.

6.7 Recommendations
Following the objective of designing an economically sustainable EV car sharing
concept/business model, two cities were approached, corresponding to the set of
criteria.
Montreal
Montreal has already embarked on a process to implement 1,000 EVs as part
of one or several car sharing fleets (see Appel d’intérêt international auprès
d’entreprises pour le déploiement d’un réseau de véhicules électriques en
libre-service). The main components of its intended business model are:
 5 year timespan (2016-2020)
 The city (with the help of the Electric Circuit) will install up to 1,000 public
charging stations (combination of Level 2 and DCFCs)
 The selected car sharing organization(s) must deploy 1,000 EVs with a
minimum range of 150 km each (no low speed vehicles)
 Vehicles must be able to accommodate 4 passengers
 Vehicles must accept the STM (transit system) RFID cards
 A universal parking permit allowing car sharing EVs to park anywhere
(except metered space), including cost of charging, will be provided for an
annual fee
Vancouver
 A meeting with the City of Vancouver took place to determine whether a
pilot project would present an interest for the city
 Another meeting was conducted with the co-op car-sharing organization
Modo for the same reason
 A representative of BC Hydro was also approached
 All expressed an interest in discussing the possibility further
 No specific model was discussed at this early stage but all parties
described the most constraining aspects of their respective operations
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Since:





The City of Montreal is already committed to the implementation of EVs in
the city’s car sharing fleet
The nature of the current dynamics in the province of Quebec are such
that the business model envisioned in Montreal would not necessarily be
replicable across the country
The City of Vancouver is particularly appropriate for a pilot project given
its status as the largest car sharing city in North America

It is recommended that further discussions take place with the City of Vancouver and
Modo to finalize and implement a pilot project based on a business model to be
finalized, starting with a 3-year pilot project to be conducted in the city. The pilotproject would be comprised of the following elements:
 EVs purchased by Modo and put in a free-floating fleet (min: 20 cars)
 Chargers supplied, installed and operated by an existing Canadian
network to be selected at a later date
 Space for installation of curbside chargers supplied, free of charge, by the
City of Vancouver
 Modo to act as the network operator for the non-exclusive use of the
charging stations
 Free universal parking permits for EVs in sharing mode to be supplied by
the City of Vancouver
 Electricity supplied free of charge by BC Hydro
 Modo to pay for the use of charging stations (at a preferred rate)
 Other EV owners to pay the operator for the use of charging stations (at a
premium rate).
For the next steps, EMC recommends that the current mandate be continued with all
stakeholders, Modo, the City of Vancouver, BC Hydro, an EV charging station
provider, the government of BC, and the government of Canada. They will determine
a business model and a pilot project, with a detailed budget, engagements of
stakeholders, and MOU for the realization of this pilot-project. The City of Vancouver
is recommended because the two key partners for such a project (a car sharing
organization and the city) were receptive to trying EVs in their fleet and their city. In
Toronto, the program did not elicit the same amount of support because of a lack of
interest of car share enterprises. In Montreal, the key partners were already in the
process of exploring a model to include EVs in car sharing fleet floating.
This project with a budget of $40,000 will help to extrapolate the key elements and
findings of the model to other Canadian cities.
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7. Technology, Research and Development and PreCommercialization
Based on EMC list of Canadian contacts, there are now approximately 150 Canadian
businesses (not including utilities) involved in EV research and 10 universities or
colleges involved in similar research across Canada. These are principally located in
Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia.
The following findings are based on an industry-academic consultation session held
in Halifax in 2015. The consultation session incorporated the views of more than 30
industry and academic stakeholders who participated in the session.

7.1 Summary of Findings
Canadian innovation leadership in EVs includes:
 heavy duty and large EV powertrain systems and integration
 prototyping and testing
 software and controls
 cold climate component and vehicle testing
 materials innovation for light-weighting and materials improvement in
components
 manufacturing cost reduction processes (prototyping cost reductions)
 electric machines for propulsion
 fuel cell systems
Options for action:
 Industry Canada and Environment Canada need to establish an overarching electrification of vehicle transportation strategy that trickles down
into specific themes for funding programs.
 Industry Canada needs to play a role in forging a national institution that
coordinates advanced capacities and capabilities across universities,
colleges, and public laboratories with the needs and interests of SMEs and
OEMs. See National EV Innovation Centre described in Section 7.2 below.
 Federal regulatory hurdles that prevent the low-cost importation of foreign
made vehicles for research and testing purposes need to be eliminated or
revised drastically.
The most pressing R&D needs for EVs globally in terms of auto parts, powertrain,
onboard systems and manufacturing include:






Energy storage in batteries (cost, density improvements)
Ability of vehicle to charge and discharge at higher rates
Reduction of costs of powertrain and onboard systems, including electric
machines, power electronics, and controls
Motors and transmission system R&D for heavy-duty applications
Alternative catalysts (electrochemistry) for energy storage onboard
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Shift away from treating vehicles as mechanical systems; vehicles are
electronic devices today, and this requires a paradigmatic policy shift to
match the technology shift
Manufacturability: integration of EV parts and components into mass
manufacturing assembly networks to reduce costs through economies of
scale
Development of global vehicle manufacturing platforms for EV, PHEV and
HEV platforms
Cabin heating improvements: how to heat (or cool) the cabin without
expending battery power

What EV technologies can we design and build in Canada?










Large transit buses, heavy duty, mining and other vehicle applications that
are non-automotive.
Battery design and fuel cell design
Onboard system integration, i.e. powertrain component integration
Electric specialty vehicles, off-road vehicles, buses, trains, rail, heavy duty
applications
Vehicle parts and components using Canada’s resources in raw materials,
and advanced composites (building our expertise in materials sciences)
Advanced power conversion devices
Communications software and controls
Manufacturing processes that help reduce EV assembly plant costs (tooling
assembly processes, robotics, etc.)
Non-propulsion auto parts for EVs, i.e. suspension systems, frames, doors
etc.

Where could we lead in Canada?









Medium and large duty vehicles (including buses)
Software and controls
Raw materials conversion for manufactured goods (value-added products
development rather than simply exporting raw materials)
Consumer adoption policies
DCFC networks and components development
EVs as mobile storage devices
Designing systems to enable utilities to serve seamlessly as transportation
power providers
Cool temperature weather testing for all component design and
performance needs

Which federal programs have supported EV related innovation?


Automotive Partnership Canada (APC) – a good idea to renew this program
or something very similar to it.
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Sustainable Development Technology Canada (STDC) – a good program but
a strategic focus on EVs as environmentally sustainable would help
companies gain financing.
Adoption of CAFÉ standards and emissions standards has been helpful
“Olympics” demonstration funding for Whistler fuel cell buses was well
conceived and executed.
Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP) programming for start-up
companies has worked well.

What kind of federal programs (industry, academic, collaborative) needs to be forged
going forward?
 Industry Canada needs to play a role in forging a National EV Innovation
Centre that coordinates advanced capacities and capabilities across
universities, colleges and public laboratories with the needs and interests
of SMEs and OEMs. See section 7.2 below.
 University support through federal bodies to aid in the acquisition of the
space needs and equipment needs for asset-intensive EV research.
 More Canada Research Chairs with thematic focus on EVs.
 Canada Foundation for Innovation – to include an innovation fund for
equipment procurement with an EV thematic focus.
 Additional GHG emissions regulations overall to support ‘eco-system’
development.
 NRCan and Industry Canada must fund research via a sharper and more
focused research target related to EVs.
 Demonstration of ‘Olympic’ scale EV innovation projects with long term
and significant milestones to develop knowledge, infrastructure,
innovative outputs, (major demonstration project that puts Canada on the
map).
 Align internal funding (i.e. within National Research Council) with external
funding to ensure there is critical mass in a clear, sound targeted area of
focus.
 Industry Canada needs to support pre-commercial research efforts related
to demonstration and early-stage commercialization (Technology
Readiness Level 1 to 6) efforts by companies.
 Revamp federal regulations that make it difficult to test, design and develop
EVs on Canadian roadways, or to import EV models for testing purposes.
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7.2 National EV Innovation Centre (EVIC)
This section is based on research carried out by Dr. Josipa Petrunic at the Automotive
Policy Research Centre (APRC), McMaster University. Dr. Petrunic’s research has been
funded by the APC grant provided by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council (SSHRC). The APRC is now led by Dr. Charlotte Yates at the University of
Guelph.
Canadian industries could increase their participation in the North American and
global EV markets by accessing a coordinated research, development and innovation
consortium that minimizes the risks of early-stage research and development.
Current funding programs funding such activities are not well coordinated and
sometimes compete with each other.
This can be accomplished through a National EV Innovation Centre that coordinates
advanced capacities and capabilities across universities, colleges and public
laboratories, with the needs and interests of the industry in mind. This would include
the OEMs’ and parts suppliers through collaboration directly with companies as well
as their representative industry associations. EVs will also enhance the
competitiveness of a growing number of Canadian companies providing services
related to EVs, increasing the number of high-tech and high-quality jobs for
Canadians.
Such a centre will act as a resource to the auto industry and parts suppliers and
support the growth of that sector as it transitions from carbon sourced fuels to
alternate sources. There are two major justifications for this centre:



One is economic in that the Centre will act as a technology resource to industry
as it develops new products that EV manufacturers will need and thus create
jobs and prosperity in Canada.
The second justification is environmental and as Canada adopts new policies
in regard to climate change (and local pollution) this sector will be able to
leapfrog into producing the vehicles that people in Canada and globally will
want to buy.

There is significant opportunity to bring clusters of innovation and commercial
capacity across Canada in the new auto parts supply chain for components related to
zero emissions and low emissions vehicles. These parts and components include (but
are not limited to)









Electric motors (AC)
Power electronics
Batteries
Ultracapacitors (supercapacitors)
Light weighing and advanced materials sciences
Powertrain integration, prototype simulation and testing
EV readiness requiring grid management, with micro-grids, smart grids, and
advanced metering devices
Software and controls
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EVIC Objective
An Electric Vehicle Innovation Consortium (EVIC) would aim to support precompetitive industry-academic collaborations in the development of the next
generation of technologies and solutions for automotive manufacturing in Canada
and globally.
EVIC Description
In adopting the trusted innovation model demonstrated by the Consortium for
Research and Innovation in Aerospace in Quebec (CRIAQ), EVIC would dedicate
itself to matching academic capacities and capabilities such as laboratories, highly
qualified personnel, and equipment with pressing industry needs manifest in the
automotive sector today.
With the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, and Zero
Emissions Vehicle policies in the United States dictating ever more stringent fuel
economy standards, the need for an innovation consortium that supports the
development of Canadian intellectual property in the automotive sector cannot
be overstated.
EVIC would support the clustered development of highly valued research outputs
(i.e. intellectual property) and employee skills (i.e. highly qualified personnel)
relevant to the twenty-first century’s global automotive and transportation
sectors. Participants would include federal and provincial governments, private
sector and academia.
EVIC Vision
To make Canada a global leader in advanced automotive technology
solutions, including hardware, software and systems solutions.
EVIC Mission
To foster collaboration at the national level in the development of cutting
edge technologies, services, and solutions for Canadian automotive
manufacturers, suppliers and innovators through co-financed industryacademic collaborations.
To create a series of robust automotive innovation clusters integrating Ontario’s
automotive manufacturing and supply chain with relevant technology and
transportation start-ups, small to mid-sized enterprises (SMEs), original
equipment manufacturers (OEMS) and large global corporations active in other
provinces across the country.
To organize, coordinate, and support the clustered growth of R&D related to
alternatively fueled propulsion systems for vehicles (including electric and fuel
cell propulsion) as well as signaling and external control systems (i.e.
autonomous vehicle controls), onboard-connected car systems, and lightweight
materials.
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R&D TARGET AREAS: CLUSTERS OF EXISTING ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE
EXPERTISE & CAPACITY
Table 9 below lists the capacities a n d indicates research and innovation
themes already existent within Canada’s industrial and academic sectors.
Table 9 - R&D Target Areas
Descriptions

Research
Area
Electric &
Fuel Cell
Propulsion:
“E-Mobility”

Material
Sciences &
Lightweighting

Signaling,
controls,
autonomous

vehicle and
connected
car systems

Electric drivetrain technologies




Motors
Power electronics
Controls

Details
E-drive technologies are
required to be hybridized or to
fully electrify the propulsion of
a vehicle.

Onboard energy storage
technologies
 Battery chemistries, components
and performance
 Fuel cell membranes/chemistries
and performance
 Electric vehicle charging
infrastructure (on route and
stationary)

“Electrification” can include
battery-electric power derived
from grid charging directly or
hydrogen fuel cell electricity
derived from grid-powered
electrolysis processes.

New materials for
chassis and component
parts
 Advanced metals and alloys
with high strength, low
weight properties
 Composites with high strength,
low weight properties

Lightweight vehicles can
reduce operational costs
and emissions; however,
they do need to meet
stringent safety and
performance criteria.

Signaling systems to
support autonomy
 Vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-infrastructure
signaling systems to enable
autonomy and improved
driver performance/safety.

Signaling, controls, and
other autonomous and
connected car systems
enable driverless
transportation and help to
reduce emissions by
optimizing driver
performance (sometimes by
eliminating inefficient
drivers altogether).
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Advanced materials
combining metals with
organic matter is an area
of global relevance across
the transportation sector
today.

7.3 Recommendations



Re-align various federal funding programs aimed at industry, academics and
collaborators with a focus on EVs as outlined in Section 7.1
Create a National EV Innovation Centre as described in Section 7.2

Budget Estimates
Based on best practices emanating from consortium models in aerospace and electric
vehicle innovation in Quebec (e.g. InnovÉÉ), a national industry-academic
consortium dedicated to EV research, development and innovation would require
start-up federal financing of approximately $10M over four years. These could be reallocated funds from existing programs. Provinces and industry would be expected to
contribute an equal amount.
This $10M would include an operational budget of approximately $500K per year for
a small staff of business development officers along with $2M per year for federal cofinancing of projects.
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8.

Building Codes

A key barrier to the deployment of EVs in Canada is the lack of charging facilities.
Home charging is essential and popular for those living in detached homes, but more
complex for Canadians living in condominiums (also known as stratas in BC).
Similarly, workplace charging - the second most popular mode of charging - is harder
to implement with more technical hurdles than at home charging depending on the
location of the EV parking. Depending on the age of buildings, technical issues relate
to the capacity of the building’s electrical supply and where the EVs are parked. In
condominiums, there is the added complexity of assigning the electricity charges to
the EV owner and not the condominium corporation itself. These technical issues have
solutions and each site can be resolved. However, amendments to building codes can
greatly reduce these technical issues in the future by providing for EV charging in the
design of new buildings and in the major retrofit of existing buildings. In short,
making changes to the building codes and the Condominium Act when applicable to
require that new residences and facilities be PEV ready, and ensuring existing
residences can accommodate EV chargers when undergoing major retrofitting, will
go a long way in dealing with these issues.
The LEED standards for buildings are very progressive in terms of sustainability in
design and do encourage provisions for EVs in new buildings.
In Canada, building codes address the design and construction of new buildings and
the substantial renovation of existing buildings. General guidelines are developed at
a national level, which are then modified, adopted, and regulated at a provincial level.
Similar to the Canadian Electrical Code, the National Building Code (NBC) is a federal
document that is interpreted and modified by the provincial regulatory bodies and
then regulated at the provincial level. Differing from the electrical code, the NBC is
released by the National Research Council of Canada and is released in a 5-year cycle.
The latest National Building Code is the 2015 code and it does not explicitly cover
standards or practices related to EVs. Notwithstanding the current situation with the
NBC, provincial building codes are updated regularly also and should be targeted for
EV provisions. Some provinces, such as Quebec, have already planned to integrate
provisions for plug-in vehicles in their building code without them originally being
included in the national code.
Some municipalities also have their own building codes, which will also have to
consider EVs. Vancouver is leading by example in requiring 20% of parking spots in
new buildings to be ready for EV plug-in.

8.1 Recommendations
With the involvement of the National Research Council (NRC) and the Canadian
Standards Association (CSA), the basic recommendation is to amend the National
Building Code and the Canadian Electrical Code to require at least the roughing-in
(electrical upgrade and civil access to eventual outlets) for charging EVs in all new
buildings, including condominiums and apartment blocks.
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Over and above, the second recommendation is seeking amendments to the building
codes to achieve the following in a certain percentage (%) of parking spaces:
 Charging at levels 1 or 2 at multi-dwelling private residences and at fleet
depots/garages. This includes charging at condominiums with outdoor or
underground parking facilities where there are typically no electrical outlets
currently provided.
 Charging at level 2 in commercial/institutional buildings for charging at work
or shopping.
 The above amendments will need to apply to new construction and to
retrofits to existing buildings.
 EMC recognizes that the NRC code deals with new construction only and that
retrofits are a matter for provincial codes. Retrofits would include all charging
facilities at existing homes, garages or buildings.
Budget estimate ($): There are no additional costs to consider for the development
of a modified code. The only costs to be considered are the marginal cost of the
advancement of the investment. These costs are taken into account in the analysis
to determine the review of the code.
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9.

Public Transit

Current situation
Canadian bus builders are already active in the design and testing of electric buses
(or e-buses) with the support of public authorities. While Canada can be proud of
these important initiatives, the current implementation of new technologies in urban
transit fleets is almost non-existent, with transit authorities typically not wanting to
buy innovative technologies until they have been fully demonstrated, and the
economic and financial barriers have been assessed.
Demonstrations are usually very costly. Developing a robust business case is
therefore a major challenge, considering the diversity of routes and adapted
technologies. E-buses, in their current version, are unlikely to meet all the needs of
all transit systems. In fact, within most transit systems they cannot replace all buses
on all routes. Transit systems do not replace all their buses at once, a full turnover
taking 12 to 18 years. E-bus technology is progressing rapidly and, over that period,
solutions to all duty cycles will appear.
New electric buses typically cost $1-1.2M, but this cost is expected to drop
significantly as sales volumes increase. However, such sales increases will not occur
until electric buses are properly demonstrated in several locations and under varied
conditions. The charging infrastructure varies in price depending on the type and
rapidity of charging selected. Given these parameters, there are some routes and
duty cycles where electric vehicles can present an advantageous business case in the
short term under specific conditions. There is, however, a need to determine the
various parameters (number of e-buses, type of infrastructure, duty-cycle, garage
facility readiness, etc.) required to produce a positive business case.
There is also a need to undertake complementary and necessary demonstrations and,
most of all, to share the lessons learned.
According to the statistics from the Canadian Urban Transit Association, there were
15,604 transit buses in revenue service at the end of 2013 with an average age of
7.3 years. Nearly half of these buses operate in fleets of less than 50 vehicles. The
latter have few resources available for testing new technologies. On average, close
to 1,000 buses are replaced annually, and these are currently powered by diesel
engines, except for a limited number of hybrid or natural gas buses.
One city bus can take 40 vehicles off the road, save 70,000 litres of fuel and keep
168 tonnes of pollutants out of the atmosphere each year.19 Given the average age
of transit buses in our country (7.3 years), many older diesel buses contribute
significantly to emissions of particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons. Newer generations are appreciably cleaner, but far from the zeroemissions mark. It should be noted that conventional transit buses represent a small
percentage of GHG and particulate matter emissions – the quantity on a per rider
19

Source : Environment Canada. See : http://www.ec.gc.ca/scitech/4B40916E-16D3-4357-97EBA6DF7005D1B3/EnvTech_Air_Story_8.5x11EN.pdf
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basis is a fraction of what personal cars are emitting.
Canada’s industry
Canada is exceptionally well positioned for supplying electric buses to the urban
transit authorities, particularly in North America. Two Canadian urban bus
manufacturers, with strong reputations and market shares in the USA and Canada
are well advanced in developing full sized urban transit buses. These two companies
are: New Flyer Bus Industries, headquartered in Winnipeg, MB, and Novabus Inc.,
headquartered in St. Eustache, QC. They now supply most of the Canadian market
and a significant share of the US bus market with plants located in the USA. As with
any new technology being promoted for export sales, it is essential to be able to tell
potential clients that the technology has been implemented and working well in
domestic applications.
Accordingly, significant demonstrations of these two electric buses in Canadian
settings will contribute not only to demonstrating the technologies involved but also
to sending a strong signal to transit authorities in Canada and export markets that
the technologies have been solidly proven in real urban transit conditions.
Current demonstration projects
The New Flyer technology is currently being demonstrated in Winnipeg on a small
scale. Winnipeg Transit recently announced it will begin daily service using up to four
New Flyer Xcelsior® battery-electric transit buses. The buses will be in daily
operation on a 40 kilometer, two-hour route starting at Winnipeg Richardson
International Airport, making their way through the city center and returning to the
airport. The route was chosen as its length, speeds and loads are typical of many
central business district routes in Canada and the US. Winnipeg Airports Authority
permitted New Flyer to install a high power charging station at the airport, a project
that was completed in October 2014.
Similarly, a demonstration of three 100% electric Novabus buses in the Montreal
region (STM) is proposed, with fast charging stations to be installed in the spring of
2016. The project is scheduled to be completed in 2019.
Edmonton Transit System (ETS) is carrying out testing of three e-buses models to
determine its compatibility with the ETS fleet and with Edmonton's winter weather.
The City of Edmonton expects to test other electric bus models at various points
throughout the winter of 2015/16. The evaluation of all electric bus technology will
consider a number factors, including:





The ability of an electric bus to meet Edmonton Transit service requirements,
including how long it can run between charges, and operating characteristics
on hills.
The ability of an electric bus to meet winter driving conditions, including
performance on snow, frosting/fog on windows, passenger heating, and
braking distance.
The life-cycle cost of owning and operating electric powered buses.
The environmental impacts compared to a traditional diesel bus, including the
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greenhouse gas emissions from energy production and consumption.
Infrastructure modification requirements.

MARCON is responsible for the lifecycle cost and environmental analysis. MARCON
will also be reporting on rider perceptions and ETS employee feedback.
The Laval public transit authority (STL) just completed some tests with a second
100% electric BYD bus, combined with slow charging stations.
Barriers and segmentation
The economics of e-buses at this early market stage can make sense, but only in
cases where the considerable cost of charging infrastructure on a given route (or
cluster of routes) can be amortized by a sufficient number of buses and passengers.
Additionally, current e-bus technology is not adequate for all duty cycles and routes
(for example, high grade hills drain batteries too quickly).
It is in the interest of all stakeholders (transit operators, financing organizations and
communities) to ensure that e-buses are put in service where they will perform well
and be economically viable.
EMC is uniquely qualified to help transit systems appraise the adequacy of e-buses
before they invest large amounts in field trials and eventual adoption.

9.1 Recommendations
The first recommendation is to share the results of ongoing demonstrations projects
including research among electric bus solution suppliers (capabilities, requirements,
costs).
The second recommendation is to appraise the adequacy of e-buses on their routes
by developing an EMC-branded tool that will allow transit properties to rapidly and
inexpensively identify them with moderate levels of precision (±15%).
The tool will consist of a spreadsheet where property-specific information will be
entered by transit operators in order to determine the breakeven number of electric
buses required to replace diesel buses on a given route, or a cluster of routes on their
property, with lifecycle cost calculations compared to diesel buses and breakeven
calculations. Optionally, a section of the tool can be built to roughly calculate GHG
emissions reductions.
The major benefits will be:
 Avoiding repetition of field tests and studies where a business case clearly
cannot be made
 Allocating funds and financing to the best technology for each application
in transit systems
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Enabling decision makers to maximize the yield of taxpayer funds by
investing them where they will provide maximum impact.

The third recommendation is to determine the complementary demonstration
projects that would be needed to cover most of the routes to electrify a complete
fleet of buses. It will include the consideration by the federal government to
contribute major financial support to multiple urban transit agencies and bus
manufacturers for complementary demonstration projects of full size transit buses
and their related charging infrastructure.
EMC will pursue discussions with important stakeholders, such as the Canadian Urban
Transit Association, to determine a concrete action plan for the electrification of urban
transit buses in Canada.
Budget
A total budget of $180,000 is required to complete the project.
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10. Other Items for Future Consideration
Surface transportation includes a wide range of modes beyond light-duty vehicles
and other items covered in previous sections. There are other modes of transport
that appear to be excellent candidates for electrification in Canada, which should be
the subject of future roadmap reports or should be addressed through some other
mechanisms. Actions by the federal government will be helpful to move these
forward. These transportation modes are listed below.

10.1 School Buses
By the very nature of their duty cycles, school buses are outstanding candidates for
electric operation (to note, electric school buses are being developed and tested in
Quebec). School buses operate on a short cycle on the trip to school in the morning
and a repeat short cycle in the afternoon on the return trip, thus offering ample time
for the recharging of batteries between trips. During winter conditions, they are
regularly started well in advance of pick up times to ensure a warm interior. Various
studies have documented the impact of the school bus. The replicability of this perfect
application for electrification merits to be considered as an exportable product with a
large potential.

10.2 EVs in Condominiums and Apartments
A large number of Canadians live in condominiums (called stratas in BC) and this is
particularly evident in large urban areas. As noted in Section 8, building codes need
amendments to ensure EVs are considered in new construction and in major retrofits.
The provision of charging stations in condos can be accommodated with current
technologies, including the assignment of electricity charges to the appropriate
residential unit. Changes to legislation and regulations governing the operation of
condominiums are needed to support the use of EVs by condo residents.

10.3 Mining Vehicles
The extraction of resources from the ground through mining is common across
Canada. While some mines are “open pit” operations, many are underground
operations resulting in dangerous emissions to miners if fossil fuels power the various
pieces of mobile equipment used. Several mining vehicles are now fed by lead acid
batteries, which have limited ranges and emissions of their own. With the advent of
cleaner forms of batteries used in EVs, reviewing their potential applications in mining
vehicles is now timely.

10.4 Taxi Fleets
EMC will follow closely the Taxelco project, the first important deployment of electric
taxis in Montreal. The project is called Téo, which stands for “Transport Écologique
Optimisé”, or optimized environmental transportation. The objective of Taxelco is to
consolidate the interests of the taxi industry to the benefit of its stakeholders and for
the citizens of Montreal. With this approach, the project can ensure that the economic
and social benefits derived from the use of fully electric vehicles, the creation of
operational synergies and the efficient use of information.
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Montrealers will be able to choose from two types of electric taxi service: Téo Taxi, a
fleet of green and white Nissan Leaf, Tesla and Kia Soul vehicles, and Téo Black, a
fleet of luxurious Tesla. Téo Taxi offers a unique and highly personalized service that
encourages interaction between the driver and customer. Téo Black caters mainly to
a business clientele, with competitive pricing that will make it a popular service across
the city. Before it officially becomes part of daily life in Montreal in mid-March 2016,
Téo will undergo a three-month testing period. A fleet of 50 taxis has been seen
around the city since November 26, 2015. The long-term plan is to have about 2,000
in circulation by May 2019.

10.5 Other Existing Applications and Active Watch
Many diverse niche applications have been developed or tested in Canada, including
motorcycles, marine, and agriculture. A quick assessment and applicable strategies
could be the object of future analysis.
Furthermore, EMC will conduct an active watch in major fields such as autonomous
vehicles, end of life and secondary applications for batteries, and the evolution of the
DCFC technology.
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Attachment 1 - Glossary of Terms and their Abbreviations
Term

Usage in this document

Battery

A device that stores electrical energy chemically.

Battery electric vehicle, BEV

A vehicle powered solely by energy stored in a battery or
other on-board energy storage system.

Battery management system

An electronic system that controls charging and discharging
of the battery pack and related functions.

Electric vehicle, EV

A vehicle that depends on one or more electric motors for
some or all of its traction.

Extended Range Electric
Vehicle, EREV

A vehicle that functions as a BEV (see above), and has an
auxiliary energy supply that is only engaged when the battery
energy is not available to sustain continued operation.

Fuel cell

An electrochemical device for providing electricity that
consumes reactant from an external source, which must be
replenished.

Hybrid electric vehicle, HEV

An EV (see above) for which an on-board ICE (see below) is
the only source of electric power.

Internal combustion engine,
ICE

An Otto-cycle or similar engine fuelled by gasoline, diesel
fuel, natural gas, biofuel or another combustible liquid or gas.

Plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle, PHEV

An EV (see above) that can be refuelled with an off-board
source of electricity and that has an on-board ICE (see
above) to recharge the battery or provide traction, or both.

Plug-in electric vehicle, PEV

An EV (see above) that can be refuelled with an off-board
source of electricity; it includes both BEV and PHEV (see
above).

Renewable energy

Energy that can be naturally replenished or renewed within a
human lifespan.

Smart grid

A distribution network that allows two-way, digital communication between producers and consumers as well as its basic
function of transmitting electric power in one or both
directions.
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Attachment 2 - Consultation Invitation
After conducting many interviews with EV experts and stakeholders, EMC consulted its
members for a full half-day at its EV2015VÉ conference in Halifax in May 2015. The following
general and personalized invitations have been sent to more than 500 potential delegates:
This is your official invitation to play an active part in the consultation process of the EV
National Roadmap. This full half-day consultation will take place at our 7th annual national
event on transport electrification – EV2015VÉ Conference & Trade Show – taking place in
Halifax, Nova Scotia from May 25th to 27th, 2015. The theme of this year’s conference is EVs
Coast to Coast: Innovation & Infrastructure.
Through the consultation for the roadmap, and the high level content of the conference, you
will have access to the fast evolution of industry, latest technology and marketing trends,
tools and best practices that can advance business objectives, for all modes of transport.
Please have a look at our day-by-day program.
First, our four technical sessions cover many aspects of the EV field:
TS
TS
TS
TS

1:
2:
3:
4:

Energy Storage Technologies
Infrastructure Advancements and User Experience
Progress in EV Engineering
Smart Utilities Integrating EVs

Second, for the roadmap, moderators on 4 different subjects (communication and
awareness, infrastructure, car sharing, R&D and pre-commercialization) will be leading
discussions to get your input on this enlarged vision of what is needed to accelerate
transport electrification in Canada (see abstracts below). Your participation in this exercise
is necessary and, as it is provided by a sector group member, it will exert important
influence. You can be part of this think tank on the rapid desired changes.
EMC is counting on your contribution to help shape the future of electric mobility.
The EV-VÉ Conferences and Trade Shows are the only national events on EVs in Canada. EMC
is always seeking to bring new EV related ideas, technologies and business models to our
delegates. I hope you will respond to this invitation and stimulate great ideas and discussions.
Please transfer this invitation to other colleagues as well.
Click here to register online.
I am available for any questions. I look forward to welcoming you in Halifax.
Yours truly,
Chantal Guimont
chantal.guimont@emc-mec.ca
President & CEO | Présidente-directrice générale
Electric Mobility Canada | Mobilité électrique Canada
www.emc-mec.ca
514.916.4165
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Attachment 3 - EV National Roadmap - Consultation Process
Four discussions were dedicated to the updating of the EV National
Roadmap during the EV2015VÉ EMC conference in Halifax, May 25-27,
2015
Communication and Awareness
Moderator: Charlotte Argue, Fraser Basin Council, Vancouver, BC
For EVs to become the desired and viable alternative to conventional vehicles for the
Canadian public, we all agree that more work is needed to improve communications
and raise awareness. This year, EMC will update the electric vehicle roadmap with a
recommended media and communications action plan, and we want you to be
part of the consultation. An inventory of the current state of EV-related
communications in Canada will be presented to delegates. We will also share what
we believe are the major barriers that impede the progression of sales of EVs, as well
as the gaps still need to be addressed. This session will include an open discussion
for your feedback and insights. Your input will help design the future of electric
mobility communication and awareness in Canada.
EV Infrastructure
Moderator: Alexandre Louis, VP Sales, AddEnergie Technologies, Quebec, QC
After the home charger, and with the deployment of work and public charging well
underway, which market segment should be prioritized? What type of EVSE should
be available for these market segments (public, workplace, residential, fleet)? What
is the effect of public charging on range uncertainty?
In the context of the big data, how can the EV driver data benefit both the driver and
the charging station owners? Should all charging stations be integrated in the smart
grid? Do you consider the deployment of EVSE a race for footprint or a soon-to-be
commodity available everywhere? What is the place of the utilities in the
deployment of EVSE? Which types of locations are neglected and should generate
more interest in deploying EVSE?
Car Sharing
Moderator: Pierre Ducharme, Miratech Consulting Group, Montreal, Quebec
Car sharing is gaining in importance as an urban mobility alternative worldwide,
particularly in Canada. It offers an important opportunity for the introduction of EVs.
This year, EMC will update the electric vehicle roadmap with a recommended design
of an advanced EV car sharing concept for a major Canadian city, a concept
based on an economically sustainable business model. We want you to be part of the
consultation. We will share what our analysis identifies as the major barriers that
impend the progression of EVs in car sharing and how a robust business model can
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address these constraints. This session will include an open discussion for your
feedback and insights. Your input will help design the future of electric mobility for
car sharing in Canada.
R&D and Pre-commercialization
Moderator: Dr. Josipa Petrunic, Executive Director of the Social Costs and Benefits
of Electric Mobility in Canada Study at the McMaster Institute for Transportation and
Logistics
Canada’s emerging industrial and academic eco-system in EV innovation is diversified
and regionally dispersed. Clusters of innovation and R&D excellence are emerging in
particular technological areas, including electric motors, batteries and energy
storage, power electronics and controls, power train integration systems and electric
vehicle supply equipment (EVSE).
Lack of dedicated public funding for EV innovation, lack of knowledge as to who is
doing what in EV innovation across the country, and general lack of commercialization
support at the academic level for the development and marketing of intellectual
property related to clean technologies are challenging.
This consultation session will explore the industrial and academic needs,
interests, and challenges in this burgeoning area of economic activity. We will
explore the barriers to competitiveness facing Canadian EV innovators, and the
solutions that could break apart those barriers. Representatives of industrial and
academic R&D teams are encouraged to participate in this consultation session, which
will directly inform EMC’s updated roadmap and support national awareness of the
future of electro-mobility design, development and manufacturing in Canada.
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Attachment 4 -

Participants Interviewed in the Consultation Process

Communications and Media Mandate
Name
Bruce Stout
Daniel Larocque
Daniel Yurkiw
Dwane Smolders
France Lampron
Georges Bousioutis
Marcel Guay
Phil Petsinis
Robert Dolezel
Simon-Pierre Rioux
Samuel Jeanson
Marc Belcourt
Christina Iannicello
Marlene Chamandy
Alec Tsang

Organization
VEVA
Ministère des ressources naturelles – QC
Manitoba Hydro
EV Owners of Ontario Association
Hydro-Quebec
KIA Canada
Nissan Leaf Canada
General Motors
Ministry of Transportation – Ontario
Association des véhicules électriques au
Québec
Bourgeois Chevy Buick
National Manager - BMW
Manager - Communities &
Transportation Gov. BC
Ford of Canada
BC Hydro

Car Sharing Mandate
Organization
AddEnergie, RéseauVER
AutoShare
AZRA
Blue Solutions, BluePoint London
(part of Bolloré Group)
Charge Across Town
Circuit Électrique
City Car Share (San Francisco)
City of Calgary
City of Montreal

Respondent(s)
Louis Tremblay
President
Kevin McLaughlin
Chairman
Jean-François Carrière
Founder & President
Christophe Arnaud
Managing Director
Maureen Blanc
Director
France Lampron
Director, Transport Electrification
Dedrick Roper
Alternative Vehicles and Grants Manager
To be completed
Luc Couillard
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City of Toronto
City of Vancouver
City of North Vancouver
Communauto
DriveNow USA
IER Inc. (part of Bolloré Group)
IMS (telematics solutions)
MOP Easy
Park’n Plug
San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency
Transportation Sustainability
Research Centre
Modo
Ministère des transports du Québec
Ministry of Transportation of
Ontario

To be completed
Eve Hou
Sustainable Initiatives
Dragana Miltic
Marco Viviani
President
Peter Dempster
Business Development and Sales
Management
Hervé Muller
VP & General Manager
Blair Currie, VP, Business Development
Dr. Ben Miners, Technology Specialist
Bruno Flinois
President
Pascal Toggenburger
President & General Manager
Timothy N. Papandreou
Director, Strategic Planning & Policy
SFMTA- Sustainable Streets
Co-chair Mayor's Vision Zero Traffic
Safety Taskforce
Dr. Susan Shaheen
Dr. Elliott Martin
Nathalie Baudoin, CEO
Nicole, Director, Customer Services
Doug, Fleet Operations
Isabelle Gattaz
Robert Dolezel
Team Leader
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Attachment 5 – Provincial Initiatives in QC, ON and BC
Recommendations

1.

Raising public
awareness for EVs




National Resource
Centre
National
Awareness
Campaign
National Education
and Test Driving
program

QC
($ for 2015-2020)
- Establishment of a
government
communication strategy
and implementation of
the action plan:
$6M
- Support for electric
vehicle awareness
initiatives:
$2.6M
- Hydro-Quebec has a
Transportation
Electrification section of
its website. The Electric
Circuit website (HydroQuébec) provides
information about
charging infrastructures
and the network.

2.

Financial Incentives for
EV Buyers


Direct incentives

- “Roulez électrique”
program: A maximum
rebate of $8,000 is
offered on the purchase
of an electric vehicle for
the next three years,
starting in 2015:
$93M
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ON

BC

- Plug’n Drive, a nonprofit organization, is
involved in education
and outreach activities.

- Emotive is a B.C.-wide
campaign to raise public
awareness about plug-in
electric vehicles.

-To date, they have
reached more than
48,000 people at more
than 200 events answering questions,
engaging drivers and
providing over 2,500
electric vehicle test
drives.

- On its website, BC
Hydro helps customers
making the transition to
driving an EV by
providing guidelines and
useful information.

- Plug’n Drive launched
“Charge My Car” in
collaboration with
Ontario’s electricity
distributors. This online
portal helps individuals
and businesses install
charging stations for
personal, fleet or
commercial use.
- Ontario individuals,
businesses and
organizations that
purchase or lease a
new plug-in hybrid
electric or battery
electric vehicle may be
eligible for a recently
increased rebate of upto $10,000, while
providing an
opportunity to receive
an additional $3,000
incentive for vehicles
with larger battery
capacitiy, and an
additional $1,000
incentive for vehicles
with 5 or more seats.

As of April 1, 2015,
rebates of up to $5,000
are available for the
purchase or lease of
new battery electric
vehicles and plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles,
and up to $6,000 for
hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles. This program
has been recently
renewed

Recommendations

3.

EV Infrastructure


4.

Workplace
charging

DC Fast Charging

QC
($ for 2015-2020)

ON

BC

- There are 4 DCFC
locations in ON with 10
ports (excluding Tesla
infrastructures), mostly
located in the Greater
Toronto Area
- Through a one-time
competitive
application-based grant
program to cover the
purchase and
installation cost of
public fast charging
stations, the new
Electric Vehicle
Chargers Ontario grant
program (EVCO) is
seeking public and
private sector partners
to create a network of
optimally distributed
fast charging electric
vehicle stations in
cities. These will be
found along highways
and at workplaces,
apartments,
condominiums, and
public places across
Ontario, along major
inter-city
transportation corridors
and in urban centres

- As of May 2015, there
are 15 DCFC locations in
BC (excluding Tesla
infrastructures).

- The installation of 1,000
charging stations near
government buildings.
-The “Branché au travail”
program allows
businesses to receive a
rebate (50% of the fees
or $5,000) for the
purchase and installation
of 240-volt charging
stations:
$9M
- There are 29 DCFC
stations (excluding Tesla
infrastructures).
- By late 2016, the
Electric Circuit is targeting
the establishment of 60
new fast charging stations
in Québec on the main
highway corridors and in
major urban centres:
$2.5M
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- Under the Clean
Energy Vehicle Program
Phase 2, the intention is
to add an additional 30
locations along major
transportation corridors.

Recommendations

5.

Car sharing pilot

QC
($ for 2015-2020)

- Communauto (Montreal,
Quebec, Sherbrooke,
Gatineau)

ON

apartments,
condominiums, etc.)
accross the province.
The network is to be
installed as soon as
possible, and
operational by March
31st, 2017.
The program budget
is $20 million.
Autoshare (Toronto),
VRTUCAR (Ottawa)

BC

Modo The Car Coop
(Vancouver and several
cities)

- 50 Nissan Leaf.
The city of Montreal is in
a process to implement
1,000 EVs as part of one
or several car sharing
fleets
6.

Green License plate
and related programs
(HOV lanes, free
parking…)

Access to HOV Lanes on
more than 30km around
Montreal and Quebec
City.
- Starting on January
2016, EVs will have free
access to 5 ferries
managed by the
government and 2 paying
bridge tolls.

7.

Government
exemplarity

As of today, there are 373
electric and hybrid electric
vehicles in its vehicle
fleet. The government will
undertake the progressive
and mandatory
electrification of its fleet.
By the end of March
2017, the government is
targeting the introduction
of 1,000 EVs to its vehicle
fleet: $15M

8.

Technology, R&D, and
Pre-Commercialization

- Measures will be
implemented to support
research, development
and innovation activities
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Green licence plates
that allow drivers to
use HOV lanes, even if
there is only one
person in the vehicle.
There are currently 4
highways in Ontario
with HOV lanes.

Effective March 2016,
eligible electric and
hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles displaying an
official decal are allowed
in high occupancy
vehicle (HOV) lanes
throughout the province
regardless of the
number of passengers in
the vehicle.
City of Vancouver fleet
purchases electric
vehicles when possible,
and now has the largest
electric fleet (27
vehicles) of any North
American municipality.

Recommendations




9.

National
Innovation Centre
Renewal of
existing programs
Funding programs
supporting EVs

Building codes




National
Provincial
Municipal

QC
($ for 2015-2020)

ON

BC

Ontario's Building Code
and Electrical Safety
Code provide for the
safe integration of EV
recharging capacity in
homes and other
buildings on a
voluntary basis.

- To accommodate EVs
in new apartment
buildings, condos,
townhouses, and other
buildings with a
minimum of three
homes, Council of
Vancouver has made the
following revisions to
the City's building bylaw
since 2011:

at SMEs:
$52.1M

Revision to come of the
Building Code by the
minister of Transports to
include installation of
charging stations in new
residential construction

- Parking stalls - 20% of
the parking stalls in
every building must
include a receptacle for
charging cars.
- Electrical room - The
electrical room must
include enough space to
install any equipment
necessary to provide
charging for all residents
in the future.
- Under the City's Green
Homes Program, all new
one- and two-family
homes must be
adaptable to future
green energy
technologies as they
develop, as well as
power the next
generation of electric
cars.
10
.

Public Transit



Buses (and school
buses)
Taxis

- Support to Pilot projects
for taxis:
$6.6M
- Teo Taxi: A fleet of 50
taxis. The long-term plan
is to have about 2,000 in
circulation by May 2019.
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There were 20 fuel cell
electric buses in regular
service at Whistler from
2010 to 2013.

Recommendations

QC
($ for 2015-2020)

ON

BC

- Since 2013,
homeowners and
businesses who received
a provincial electric
vehicle rebate and have
installed or are planning
to install a Level 2 electric
vehicle charging station
are eligible for rebates of
up to $1,000 or 50% of
the total purchase and
installation cost,
whichever is lower.

As part of the Clean Energy
Vehicle program, British
Columbia invested $2.7M
towards supporting
deployment of public Level
2 charging infrastructure,
through the Community
Charging Infrastructure
(CCI) Fund. The results
were 456 stations installed
over the span of less than
one year.

-Demonstration projects
in Public Transit
$24.5M
- Program supporting the
purchase of electric
school buses:
$30M
- The Montreal City
Mobility program is a
demonstration project
that will entail the
acquisition of three fully
electric city buses. The
buses will be evaluated on
trips with riders over a
three-year period:
$11.9M
11
.

Others, including
infrastructure (non
DCFC)

- Expansion of the Electric
Circuit up to 785 public
charging stations across
Québec:
$3M
- Support the installation
of charging stations in
multi-unit residential
buildings, new office
buildings and for onstreet parking: $5.4M
- In the “Roulez électrique”
program, for homeowners
who received a provincial
electric vehicle rebate and
have installed or are
planning to install a Level 2
electric vehicle charging
station, are eligible for
rebates of up to $600
(reviewed 2016) or 50% of
the total purchase and
installation cost, whichever
is lower.

- There are almost 400
publicly available stations
in communities across
Ontario.

- The City of Vancouver
also implemented a
charging station program,
supporting over 90 stations
throughout the city.
- LiveSmart BC Incentives
for Installing Electric
Vehicle Charging Stations
in Multi-Unit Residential
Buildings: Incentives cover
80% of eligible
procurement and
installation costs of
charging stations (up to
$4,500) for property
owners of Multi-Unit
Residential Buildings and
Mixed Use Residential
Buildings.
- BC SCRAP-IT Electric
Vehicle Program: Provides
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Recommendations

QC
($ for 2015-2020)

ON

BC

financial incentive for early
retirement of old vehicles
that are replaced with
lower emitting options. Up
to $1,000 for conventional
replacement vehicles and
PHEVs. Up to $3,000 for
BEV.
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Attachment 6 – Budget Overview
Federal Budgets for implementation of measures (in $M)
Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Raising awareness
$3.0
$2.7
$2.7
$2.7
$2.7
Maximum budget
$35.1
$84.9
TBD
TBD
with a Federal
incentive of $3,000
per vehicle
Federal incentive




Workplace
infrastructure
DCFC

TOTAL

$7.5
$1.0
$46.6

$15.0

TOTAL
$13.8
$120

$15.0

$15.0

$7.5

$60

$1.75
$1.75
$123.8

$1.5
$19.2

$1.5
$11.7

$7.5
$201.3

Federal Budgets (2016) for pursuing Roadmap projects or initiatives
Car sharing project: $40,000 to extrapolate the key elements and findings of the
model to other Canadian cities.
Technology, Research and Development and Pre-Commercialization: around $10M
over four years through re-allocated funds from existing programs. Provinces and
industry would be expected to contribute an equal amount for a national industryacademic consortium dedicated to EV research, development and innovation.
Public Transit: A total budget of $180,000 required to complete the project.
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